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0BAbstract 

 
 
 
 

Due to downscaling of modern technologies, integrated circuits (ICs) are more and 
more vulnerable to the Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) pulses. ESD damage can occur during 
the manufacturing phase or operational state of the IC. Therefore every input output pin of 
an IC chip is protected by an ESD protection device. Such devices, operating in breakdown 
regime, have to sustain current pulses of the orders of Amperes for duration from ns to 
about 150 ns. In some applications, like automotive electronics, where smart power IC 
technology is used, the ESD protection devices have to sustain also longer pulses of the 
duration up to 1 µs but with lower current amplitude. Former studies showed that the current 
conduction under such pulses occurs in a form of localized current filaments (CFs) which 
can move along the device active area. In this thesis, physical characteristics of single and 
multiple CFs and related device failure modes due to thermal breakdown are investigated in 
smart power technology NPN-transistor ESD protection devices. The work is important not 
only from practical point of view but also gives some new insight into current filament 
interactions in bistable semiconductor systems with S-shape current voltage characteristics. 

The CF behavior was analyzed using transient interferometric mapping (TIM) 
technique which monitors thermal signals in the devices with ns time and µm space 
resolution.  The devices were electrically stressed by different kind of transmission line and 
solid state pulsers. The spatio-temporal behavior of the CFs in the devices is related to 
voltage waveforms, making thus a unique relation of internal device behavior to measured 
electrical parameters. Such knowledge can substantially simplify the device analysis and 
can be used for optimization of ESD protection devices to enhance their robustness. 

The behavior of CFs has been studied in devices of linear, circular and oval 
geometries as well as in specially designed test structures. Basic properties of single CFs, 
like speed, size, stopping time, etc. have been analyzed. It was shown that the random 
position of the filament creation along the device width and the thermal prehistory due to 
previous current filament passage is crucial to understand the behavior of time to thermal 
breakdown tTB in the devices. While in the linear devices tTB is random, in the circular ones 
it is deterministic, making these devices suitable for ESD protection. It was found that 
complex multiple filament modes can occur at high current, where the thermal breakdown 
can occur due to redistribution of current between the current filaments, leading to 
shortening of tTB in comparison to the single CF mode. As well other CF interactions, like 
meeting and splitting have been studied in details. The thermal prehistory due to multiple 
filament movement and CF interactions also plays crucial role in failure mechanisms.  

Furthermore, the CF behavior has been studied as function of ambient temperature 
and temperature gradient along the device width, mimicking thus the operation of ESD 
protection devices in powered chips. In linear devices the time to breakdown is shortened 
step-wise with the increase of ambient temperature which was found to be consistent with 
the results of thermal simulations.  
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Chapter 1  

                           1BIntroduction 

 
1.1 5BMotivation 
 

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) normally occurs all around us in daily life. One is 
zapped by the ESD during touching a door knob, making a contact with a person, or 
slipping into a car. The events are perceived as a mild shock with small spark flashes 
between human body and the contacted objects. The charging mechanism involves two 
motion objects with at least one of them being insulator. The process is called tribology 
charging. The charge is built up giving rise to the potential difference causing the current 
flow.  The discharge event is due to the charge flowing from a region with higher 
electrostatic potential to a lower potential region. In general the ESD events are more 
nuisance rather than serious threats, and will not damage properties. 

On the one hand ESD event is considered to be a serious threat in semiconductor 
devices. Since the CMOS and the bilpolar-CMOS-DMOS (BCD) technologies have been 
developed to minimize the gate lengths, gate oxides, and depth of junction for shrinking 
transistor size and increasing their performance, the thinner conductive and non conductive 
regions in semiconductor devices cannot withstand high voltage and high current density 
generated by ESD event. The device failure due to ESD events approximately costs more 
than 40% than the design cost of circuits. [1] Therefore the reliability issue of electronic 
components becomes a very important industry's concern.  

A semiconductor device is susceptible to ESD damage not only in wafer fabrication 
house, but also in assembly and packaging process, integration with ICs component, and 
during its normal operation. Hence the life time of semiconductor device can be shortened 
or its performance is lowered by ESD events. Consequently the ESD protection devices 
(ESD PDs) are necessarily fabricated on chip in order to comfort the using of electronics in 
various environments. In telecommunication applications, the Smart Phones, Navigation 
systems, and cordless devices are unavoidable from the ESD events. In automotive 
application, the electronic components in cars have to face with discharged high voltage 
pulses from humans.   

Basically the ESD devices function as a low impedance path for discharging the high 
voltage of ESD pulses to ground. Therefore the chip designer should understand the 
consequence of high voltage stressing onto the device response and how the thermal energy 
dissipates in the ESD protection device. From an earlier study of Infineon’s BCD 
technology ESD PDs it is known that device subjected to pulses in ESD time domain 
exhibits failure in a form of destructive current filaments [2]. However at low current and 
long duration stress the device can exhibit a current transport in a form of travelling non-
destructive current filaments (CFs) [3]. In this thesis we focus on investigation of failure 
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mechanisms related to the regime with such traveling current filaments. The knowledge of 
this study is relevant for the optimization of device structure in the pre-silicon state, so 
before the chip fabrication. The current transport is investigated with unique technique 
called transient interferometric mapping (TIM) [4]-[5] which allows visualizing the position 
of CF at the interesting moment and relate it to the measured change in the device voltage. 
Behavior of single and multiple CFs is analyzed as a function of device layout, stressing 
conditions, ambient temperature and temperature gradient, the latter two emulating 
conditions in powered chips.   
 

1.2 6BScope of thesis 
 

Although the former investigations have been made to understand the preliminary 
characteristics of current filament, there are still many doubts about CF behaviors in BCD 
ESD devices that will be elucidated in this thesis.  
The content of study is categorized into three chapters as followed: 

In this chapter, the common models for ESD testing that are typically found in most 
environments are discussed. And the standard ESD pulse (ISO pulses) used for testing the 
chip for the automotive applications has also been explained. Furthermore the Smart Power 
Technology is briefly introduced and some examples of the basic ESD protection device 
will be demonstrated how the devices function under the high voltage stressing. The 
aftermost part discusses about the S-shape IV characteristic relating to the formation of 
current filament and the thermal breakdown event.  

The second chapter explains the electrical measurement and all optical techniques 
that used for investigating current filament characteristics. It begins with the Transmission 
Line Pulsing (TLP) system for electrical stressing the device under test (DUT). 
Subsequently the Transient Interferometric Mapping (TIM) techniques are used for 
recording the phase change in response to the induced temperature by CF, while the DUT 
has been applying with the ESD-like pulses generated from the TLP system or the solid 
state pulser (i.e. DMOS pulser). Various device structures and different doping profiles are 
investigated showing the trade offs between the linear, oval, meander, and circular 
structures of bipolar transistor devices. 

The third chapter demonstrates the experimental results of 2D phase images and 
transient phases under stressing with different criterions of ESD pulses. The discussion 
about CF behaviors is deliberated according to the magnitude of current stress. The speed of 
localized CF, the time consumption at device end, and the time of standing CF are 
measured. 
The temperature rise in the filament due to self-heating effect, the thermal breakdown, and 
the effect of ambient temperature and temperature gradient leading to the thermal 
destruction are experimentally investigated and compared to simulations. In addition, the 
multiple current filaments are observed in various device structures that they could lead to 
more complex situations and induce the temperature change in different manner. 

Conclusion of filament behaviors in different ESD structures shall be addressed in the 
last chapter.  
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1.3 7BElectrostatic Discharge 
 

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) is subset of Electrical Overstress (EOS) due to 
exceeding of voltage and current in the range of several Kilo-volts and 1-10 A in a very 
small semiconductor device. Although ESD event  occurs within a very short duration (in 
range of ns), the fatal device degradation can still happen in the ICs such as the 
shorted/opened wires in metallization layer, gate oxide damage, junction breakdown causing 
to the permanent damage..   

The hot spot in Figure 1 (a) is created from overheating during ESD event in bipolar 
junction transistor device. At very high current of ESD pulse, the free carriers, with their 
high traveling speed and high energy, can knock atoms out from metal wires leading to 
opened/shorted interconnections demonstrated in Figure 1 (b). The damage due to the gate 
oxide breakdown is shown in Figure 1 (c).  
 

       
         (a)              (b)            (c) 
 
Figure 1 (a) Infrared image of the backside of NPN transistor device. Under ESD damage 
at high current stress, the dark spot happens at the emitter edge. [5] (b) Failure in the 
interconnection due to electro migration in the metal wires. [6] (c) Damage at the gate 
Oxide. [7] 
 
 The ESD phenomenon relates to the charge accumulating on a body or an object 
with increase of the electrical potential. ESD devices should withstand both positive and 
negative charges by serving as the conduction current path of ESD currents for both 
polarities. In general the amount of charges on an object depends on the process of charge 
generation, material characteristics and the dissipation sources. 

For the automotive applications the ESD standard (ISO 10605: 2001) [8] 
substantially differs from the commercial ESD testing standard IEC 61000-4-2, which is 
commonly known as “ESD gun test” and is obligatorily required for all electronics 
component in Europe. [9]. In automotive areas the environment is harsh requiring the high 
robust ESD devices and high reliability than the others operations. ESD devices should 
operate efficiently at high temperature range and switch on immediately in case of fast rise 
time of ESD pulses. To meet the standard, the protection device should overcome more than 
8 kV and is robust to different ESD pulse shapes with duration of about 100 ns to ms. The 
ESD Association agrees to classify three common ESD models as the standard testing to 
verify the reliability of the protection circuit including Human Body Model (HBM) [10], the 
Machine Model (MM) [11], and the Charged Device Model (CDM) [12]. 
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1.3.1 20BThree common models of Electrostatic Discharge 
 
The following three standards are universal methods for uniform testing in microelectronic 
industries. 

1.3.1.1 55BHuman Body Model (HBM) 
 

The Human Body Model (HBM) is implemented on the purpose of simulating the 
discharged from human to grounded integrated circuits via a finger tip. The HBM model is 
one of the major ESD events that is frequently observed. For instance, as an operator walks 
along the floor, the electrostatic discharge accumulates in his body, and subsequently leads 
to an electric discharge to ICs components. HBM is modeled by a 100 pF capacitor (CHBM) 
and discharged through a switching component and a series resistor (RHBM) 1.5 kΩ. [EOS, 
MIL]. Figure 2 shows the circuit elements of HBM model; a CHBM will be firstly charged by 
the high supply voltage (VC,HBM), then discharged to the Device Under Test (DUT) via 
resistance RHBM. The measured transient current across the short load (RL) is demonstrated 
in Figure 3, when the high voltage (VC,HBM = 500 V) discharge to the short via RHBM. A 
typical rise time (tr) has value of 5 ns to 10 ns, and the normal duration is between 100 ns to 
150 ns.   
 

 
 
Figure 2 The circuit schematic for typical Human Body Model (HBM). [10] 
 

       
 
Figure 3 HBM waveform for a discharge through a short load (RL = 0 Ω) for the charged 
voltage 500 V. [13]-[14] 
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1.3.1.2 56BMachine Model (MM) 
 

The accumulated static charges from equipment machine or metallic tool can 
discharge themselves through ICs device to ground during automated manufacturing or 
handling, called Machine Model (MM). For instance the fast discharge from metal contacts 
on a charged board or from a charged cable can discharge to IC components or from handle 
arms of automatic tester, introducing the more severe degradation than HBM. This model is 
unintentionally discovered during the attempt to create the worst case HBM event.  

To test the device by Machine Model using ESD standard ESD STM5.2: 
Electrostatic Discharge Sensitivity Testing, the Machine Model as depicted in Figure 4 is 
nearly similar to HBM testing and comprises of the charged 200 pF capacitor (CMM) for 
discharging directly to the ICs component without the series resistance (RMM = 0 Ω) to the 
output circuit. The MM does not have a series resistance to load as HBM version, and then 
the energy will be mainly dissipated through ICs. In the absence of RMM the inductance (i.e. 
LMM = 0.5 µH) becomes the important parasitic resistance, and it strongly influences to the 
shape of the MM waveform (see the responded waveform in Figure 5). The inductance 
value LMM is indirectly defined in the model specification in the same fashion as other 
parameters such as rise time (tr) or pulse duration. [11], [15] 
 

 
 
Figure 4 Circuits Model of Machine Model (MM) is alike HBM, however the series 
resistance here is zero. The total energy can dissipate in DUT, causing strong wear out. 
[15] 
 

              
 
Figure 5 Current waveform of Machine model under the 500 precharged voltage (VC,MM); 
the discharged is through a short (RL = 0) with RC network (CMM = 200  pF,  small RMM = 
8.5 Ω, and inductance 0.5 µH). [15] 
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1.3.1.3 57BCharged Device Model (CDM) 
 

ICs can charge themselves and discharges to ground via some low impedance path 
(see Figure 6, RCDM ≤ 25 Ω and LCDM ≤ 100 nH), this event is so called Charged Device 
Model (CDM). In a fabrication house, a device can be charged during the sliding down the 
feeder in an automated assembler. When a charged device contacts the insertion head or 
conductive surface that has a lower surface potential, the rapid discharge can happen from 
charged devices to the metal objects. Then the damage from CDM event commonly causes 
the gate oxide damages. 

An example of CDM waveform is given in Figure 7; the typical rise time (tr) is 
normally less than 1 ns and the pulse duration does not exceed nanosecond range. Even the 
pulse duration is very short; the peak current can reach several amperes. This current 
depends on the package type, which is defined by the capacitance to the grounded plate 
(Cchip-plate). To meet the requirements of automotive industry, the charged voltage should be 
compatible with the voltage value from 500 V up to 750 V. [12] 

 
 

       
 
Figure 6 The typical Charged Device Model (CDM) circuits. [12] 
 

 
 
Figure 7 CDM waveform is measured from the investigated IC device under 500 V 
precharged voltage from another IC device. [12] 
 

1.3.2 21BISO pulse 
 
With the increase of electronic components inside each vehicle, the electrostatic discharge 
becomes more critical situation. The testing of electrostatic discharge from Humans is 
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commonly used for various industry fields; however, it is not sufficiently applicable to 
automotive environment. Consequently, the appropriate ESD test for automotive application 
has been additionally developed.  
The International Organization for Standardization [16] defined the main parameters of 
testing pulses for five standards as described in Table 1. 
 
 

12V Battery system Name ISO-1 ISO-2 ISO-3a ISO-3b ISO-5 

Maximum Over-Voltage VMAX -25 to -200 V 12 to 50 V -37 to -150 V 25 to 100 V 22 to 87 V 

Generator Internal Resistance Ri 10 Ω 10 Ω 50 Ω 50 Ω 0.5 to 4 Ω 

Pulse duration td 2 ms 0.05 ms 0.1 µs 0.1 µs 40 to 400 ms

Rise time tr < 1 µs < 1 µs < 5 ns < 5 ns 5 to 10 ms 

Period t1 0.5 to 5 s 0.5 to 5 s 100 µs 100 µs - 

Supply switch-off duration t2 200 ms 200 ms - - - 

Supply off duration before pulse t3 < 100 µs - - - - 

Burst duration t4 - - 10 ms 10 ms - 

Burst period t5 - - 90 ms 90 ms - 

Test time - 5000 pulses 5000 pulses 1 hour 1 hour 1 pulse 

 
Table 1 Pulse shape parameters of ISO pulses in 12V battery system. [16] 
 

Different automotive standards require different transient testing pulses (i.e. varied 
parameters such as amplitude, impulse, frequency, pulse energy, and pulse methods/test 
setup), which are probably caused by wiring harness, components, and generators, etc. The 
different ISO pulses and their circuit schematics are discussed as followed.  

“ISO-1”- The ISO-1 pulse shape in Figure 8 (a) is designed for testing, monitoring 
the transient results from the voltage supply disconnection from inductive load. It applies to 
DUT, as used in a vehicle, which remains connected in parallel with the induction load (see 
Figure 8 (b)). The shunt resistor (Rshunt) models the resistance between the disconnected 
switch and ground. The pulse duration is in the range of milliseconds. During ISO-1 event 
ESD protection devices or DMOS devices can be driven to the saturation or the avalanche 
process.    
 

        
(a)                                                                               (b) 
 

Figure 8 (a) Pulse shape (b) Circuit diagram for producing ISO-1 pulses. [16] 
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“ISO-2” – The ISO-2a pulse shape in Figure 9 (a) has a purpose to simulate the 
transient results due to the sudden interruption of currents through components. Circuits are 
connected in parallel with the DUT due to the inductance of the wiring harness, represented 
by the inductance symbol (LWIRING) in Figure 9 (b). The maximum pulse duration is 50 µs. 
During ISO-2 event a DMOS device can be driven into the saturation regime. 
 

 
(a) (b)  
 

Figure 9 (a) Pulse shape (b) Circuit diagram for producing ISO-2a when load switch is 
opened. [16] 
 

“ISO-3” – The ISO-3a and ISO-3b pulse shapes are designed to simulate the 
transient results, which occur as a result of switching processes (see waveforms in Figure 10 
(a)). The characteristic of these transient pulses are due to the distributed inductance and 
capacitance of the wiring harness, represented in the simplified schematic in Figure 10 (b). 
The pulse duration of this pulse model will not exceed 100 ns, one burst consists of 100 
pulses, and the burst period is 100 ms. Time and energy can be compared with the HBM 
model. These ISO pulses can lead to the saturation or breakdown regime.  
 

  
                                      (a)           (b)  

 
Figure 10 (a) Pulse shape for ISO-3a and ISO-3b (b) Circuit diagram for producing ISO-3a 
and ISO-3b. [16] 
 

“ISO-5” – The ISO-5 pulse shape is designed to simulate the sharply rising voltage 
produced by the spinning alternators when the battery or another load is accidentally 
disconnected, see the pulse in Figure 11 (a) and the related circuit schematic in (b). The 
produced energy by the results of rising voltage is very high and can easily degrade the 
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unprotected internal devices. As a result, the disconnection of battery can be caused by 
cable corrosion or an intention disconnection. 
 

           
(a) (b) 
 

Figure 11 (a) Pulse shape for ISO-5a without load dump and ISO-5b with load dump. (b) 
Circuit diagram for producing ISO-5a and ISO-5b. [16] 
 

1.3.3 22BIEC 61000-4-2 (Gun test) 
 
 

The IEC 61000-4-2 standard was established for ESD testing in system level, not 
designed for stressing an individual component or an integrated circuit. [9] The general IEC 
standards intend to stress a single component; therefore the stressing of pins combinations is 
not addressed in the standard. Without the specification, the test engineers face off the 
variable in the output waveforms. Additionally, the commercial IEC generators could not 
meet the same specifications yielding the low reproducibility. The ESD association 
consequently develops the new standard defining the Human Metal Model (HMM) as the 
standardization of IEC 61000-4-2. To describe briefly the IEC 61000-4-2 standard, this 
standard could be classified into two main issues with respect to “Contact-discharge test” 
and “Air-discharge test”.  

In Contact-discharge test [17], the ESD gun is charged and the gun tip should be 
contacted to the device surface to be stressed. The relay inside the gun is closed initiating 
the stress pulse. The output waveform can be characterized by the rise time (tr) and the 
current magnitude at 30 ns and 60 ns (i.e. 53% and 27% of the peak current Ip), see the 
current waveform generated from the IEC gun pulser.  

In Air-discharge testing, the relay inside the ESD gun initiating contact discharge 
remains closed throughout the test. The capacitor inside the gun and the gun tip are 
simultaneously charged; afterwards, the tip of ESD gun is moved toward the observing 
stress point until the arc forms.  
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Figure 12 Contact-current waveform is generated from the IEC 61000-4-2 generator. [9] 
 

The reference [18] demonstrates that the IEC 61000-4-2 generators can charge the 
DUT before the real ESD pulse is applied. This pre-pulse voltage (PPV) leads to the 

problems with 
dV

dt
-triggered ESD PDs by introducing the delayed avalanche breakdown in 

silicon junctions. This is a critical phenomenon for the ESD Protection Devices, which 
requires the fast switching time. The present of PPV could introduce a different failure 
mechanism due to the delayed time in avalanche breakdown process. 
To stress the various electronic components in automotive applications, the pulse standard 
must be appropriately chosen for each field. In this study, the parameters of stress pulse are 
similar to the HBM model, which are the fundamental specification used widely by the test 
engineers.  
 

1.4 8BSmart Power Technologies 
 

The Smart Power devices have functions like power control, sensing, protecting and 
interfacing, etc. The smart power devices can be classified by the isolation technique, by the 
power structure, or by the position of drain/collector contact. A simple cross section of 
general Smart Power devices is demonstrated in Figure 13.  The current path in the smart 
power device allows very high current flowing in the vertical direction, and makes this 
technology to be low on-resistance (Ron) for fast switching. [19] In order to have low on-
resistance during switching, the silicon area would be more consumed. Therefore this 
technology requires paying more expenses for fabrication. For instance, the design of 
DMOS (Double diffused MOS) will consume more than 50% of silicon area, and then it 
should take into account of on-resistance Ron.Area, which strongly depends on the thickness 
of N-Epi thickness, see the next examples of general smart power devices. 
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Figure 13 Overview of various devices in a Smart Power Technology. [19] 
 

1.4.1 23BDMOS as Smart power device 
 

The smart power technology (SPT) becomes more and more important as the 
microelectronic devices move towards the system integration. A smart power chip 
powerfully integrates the DMOS (power), CMOS (logic) and bipolar transistors (analog) 
within one substrate, building up the Smart Power System based on Silicon. A single chip 
contains several integrated power devices without connection wires.  
The cross section of two vertical DMOS device (VDMOS) with n-channel is depicted by 
Figure 14 and the cross section of lateral DMOS (LDMOS) is demonstrated by Figure 15. 
The layout of smart power device is required to electrically isolate individual devices on the 
same chip. The crosstalk between different parts of ICs is unavoidable. This trouble is 
resolved by the junction isolation. Another possible resolution is done with the silicon on 
insulator (SOI) technology [20]. ESD robustness is an important aspect to concern for the 
smart power device that was formerly investigated in [21]. 
The smart power technology process starts with P-doped substrate, the highly doped N+ 
Buried Layer and P+ bottom isolation are implanted. Subsequently, a low N-doped Epitaxy 
layer is developed and P+ top isolation are then implanted. Then N+Sink is grown for 
contacting the buried layer to the surface pad. The P-body and N+Source regions are 
diffused to the self-aligned N-Epi layer through the opening of Polysilicon gate. The 
channel length is a consequence of the differential out-diffusion of the P- and N-dopants, so 
called "Double Diffused". This technique is independent of the lithography process 
accuracy. The P-body and N+ are short-circuited to fix the potential voltage during the 
operation.  
  The difference between VDMOS and LDMOS devices is the direction of current 
flow. For VDMOS the electron current flows vertically through the N Epitaxy layer 
presented by the downward arrow in Figure 14. In LDMOS device the drain is formed by 
shallow N+ region. This shallow drain induces the lateral current flow along the top silicon 
surface depicted by the horizontal arrows in Figure 15.  

To achieve high breakdown voltage at the reverse biased N-Epi/P-body junction, the 
doping concentration of N-Epi layer should be low. The impedance of N-Epi layer strongly 
influences to on-resistance (Ron) of device that is required to be minimized. In order to 
achieve the low value of Ron, the doping concentration of N-Epi should be increased. 
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Additionally the DMOS technology should be cautiously designed with concerning of the 
tradeoff between breakdown voltage (VBD) and on-resistance. [19] 
 

 
 
Figure 14 Schematic of cross section for Vertical DMOS (VDMOS). [19] 
 

 
 
Figure 15 Schematic of cross section for Lateral DMOS (LDMOS). [19] 
 

1.5 9BESD Protection 

1.5.1 24BOn chip protection concept 
 

Nowadays all ICs components that incorporated with the vehicles have continued to 
shrink their geometries. The integration of digital and analog become very dense with the 
independent power/ground, and its ICs package must be more fastened. The minimized 
semiconductor device is prone to encounter with the Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) event 
that associates with the transferring of electrostatic charge between two objects with 
different electrical potentials. Most of ESD events are unintentionally caused by discharging 
from human, charged devices, and operating machines.  

The ESD protection circuits are one of serious concerns for enhancing the reliability 
of electronic components. The ESD failure is catastrophic phenomena causing the 
intermediately interrupted function of the whole IC chip. The failures are frequently caused 
by thermal degradation in silicon bulk, or metal disconnection, or dielectric breakdown in 
gate oxide due to high current and high voltage overstress [22].  

In order to withstand multiple ESD pulses, the On-Chip protection circuits [23]-[24] 
have to be incorporated at every Input- port, Output- port, and power pads limiting the 
voltage across the internal circuits. The On-chip ESD PDs can securely clamp high voltage 
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down to safety value by converting electrical energy into heat dissipation. The triggering of 
protection devices must be certainly activated during ESD event; nevertheless, the ESD PDs 
should be “hidden” during the normal operation of ICs. The ESD protection circuits should 
sustain ISO pulses at high current in harsh environment (i.e. temperature in range of -40 to 
200 ºC for automotive applications). The location of the internal circuits together with 
perfect protection circuits are illustrated by Figure 16. [25] 
 

 
 
Figure 16 The schematic presents the location of ESD Protection Devices (PDs) 
incorporated with internal Integrated Circuits. [25] 
 

1.5.2 25BESD Protection Window 
 

The ESD protection devices (ESD PDs) have to cope with two basic purposes. One 
is to clamp the voltage at each I/O pin down to a value below the gate oxide breakdown 
(VBD,OX). Another purpose is to lower the current below the thermal failure (the second 
breakdown).  

The IV characteristic of ESD PDs should align within the designed protection 
window (see Figure 17); they should be triggered below the breakdown voltage of ICs for 
preventing the oxide breakdown (VBD,OX). According to the miniaturizing technology, the 
oxide breakdown tends to shift toward left direction (see the horizontal arrows), while the 
limit of thermal failure moves continuously downward (see the vertical arrows). The trend 
of ESD design window becomes smaller and smaller in order to fit into the shrinking 
window of future technology.  

To align the S-shape IV characteristics into the ESD protection window, the ESD 
PD should be activated at voltage Vt1 (at trigger current It1) to enter on state, see Figure 17. 
After the device is activated, the high voltage will be clamped to a lower safe value, called 
the holding voltage (VH). The holding voltage should not lie within the operating regime of 
internal ICs and the safety margin area for preventing the interruption of ICs operation. 
More heat has been continuously accumulated until the temperature reaches the limit of 
thermal failure threshold at second breakdown voltage Vt2 at the failure current (IFAIL = It2). 
The generated heat can physically change the device properties leading to the device 
degradation or malfunction. 
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Figure 17 ESD Protection Window shows the S-Shaped IV characteristic of a clamp ESD 
device with the shrinking window for future technologies. 
 

The negative temperature coefficient has a strong influence to the avalanche 
breakdown of ESD device. Then the demanding of a safety margin that achieves the 6-
Sigma standard is required. For instance, the temperature drift of -2 V at T = -40ºC and plus 
a breakdown variance   = 1 V, the additional offset voltage value becomes |-2| + 6.1 = 8 V 
[26]. Hence the ESD design window should protect ICs under the fluctuation and 
temperature variation effect. 
 

1.5.3 26BESD Protection devices 
 

To integrate the ESD PDs with integrated circuits in the CMOS technology, various 
type of ESD devices have been developed.  As the IC designer requires miniaturizing chip 
area with high switching speed, the evolution of protection circuits has been developed to 
against higher ESD level with longer duration. The PD devices should be improved its 
discharge ability with low power consumption, and behaves itself as high impedance and 
low capacitance for avoiding some disturbance during internal ICs operation. Some 
examples of effective ESD PDs in smart power technology such as diodes, NPN transistor 
and Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) are discussed below. 

1.5.3.1 58BDiode 
 

One of the simplest ESD protection devices is the diode. In CMOS technology two 
categories of diodes are illustrated by the schematics of Figure 18. The top schematic of PN 
diode in Figure 18 (a) is formed by the junction of P+Diffusion/N-well on P-substrate. For 
the middle schematic, the NP diode is formed by the junction of N+Diffusion/P-well without 
isolation to the P-substrate. Incorporated PN and NP devices with floating P-substrate can 
protect both negative bias and positive bias (see the circuit schematic at the bottom 
schematic).  By integrating the circuits with these diodes can withstand a large current 
within device with very small dimension. [27]-[28]  

Another type of PN diode is the vertical high voltage diode presented by Figure 18 
(b) [26]. This diode type is capable to clamp the reverse breakdown voltage, which has 
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superior performances beyond the diodes in Figure 18 (a). The breakdown voltage takes 
place at the bottom of the P-body/N+Buried Layer (N+BL) junction that locates deep in the 
bulk of silicon for an excellent heat sink property. The planar of PN junction (marked with 
the eclipse) has a large area building the uniform current conduction under the reverse 
breakdown voltage.  
 

                          
                                 (a)      (b) 

 
Figure 18  (a) Top: Cross section of P+/N-well diode, Middle: Cross section of N+/P-well 
diode, Bottom: The circuit schematic of ICs with two incorporated diodes. (b) The layout of 
vertical high voltage diode. [26]-[27] 
 

1.5.3.2 59BNPN device 
 

The parasitic NPN in NMOS device is another type of ESD device (see Figure 19). 
The junction of N+drain/P-well and the junction of N+source/P-well are applied with reverse 
bias and forward bias respectively, forming the parasitic lateral NPN transistor. During the 
normal operation, the gate voltage (VG) is grounded in order to ensure the device in “off” 
state (Isub = 0 A). Then the ESD pulse is applied at drain (VD > 0 V), the electric field across 
the depletion region between N+drain/P-well becomes sufficiently high to exhibit the 
avalanche multiplication. Subsequently the free electron-hole pairs are generated. The 
electrons flow to high potential at the drain, and the holes are attracted to the low potential 
in substrate. The holes current in substrate (Isub) raises the potential across base due to the 
existence of substrate resistance (Rsub).  When the substrate potential is enough to forward 
bias the N+source/P-well, the parasitic NPN can be triggered on. The ESD current can be 
discharged from drain to ground via this lateral NPN. The turn-on time of parasitic NPN 
depends on the dimension of base width that is equivalent to the channel length of nMOS 
transistor. Therefore the channel length should be minimized for the small turn-on time but 
the punch through limited in channel will be affected. [27] 
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Figure 19 The cross sectional of parasitic lateral NPN in Grounded-Gate nMOS device. 
The drain is stressed with positive voltage, and the gate/source are shorted to ground. [27] 
 

1.5.3.3 60BSCR device 
 

The Silicon-Controlled Rectifier (SCR) device is widely implemented as ESD PD. 
The cross section of SCR device is displayed by Figure 20 (a). During the normal operation, 
the PN junction of N-well/P-substrate has been reverse biased and the SCR device has not 
been activated. During the ESD event, the PN junction between N-well/P-substrate is biased 
in the reverse direction, creating the avalanche multiplication process. The current flows 
from N+Diffusion through RNwell to substrate. With the sufficient voltage drops across a 
parasitic RNwell, the vertical PNP transistor (T1) is switched on. Therefore the large ESD 
current can flow from P+Diffusion through the parasitic resistance in substrate (Rsub) to the 
ground. Once the voltage drop across the Rsub increases and is sufficient to trigger on the 
lateral NPN bipolar device (T2). These two transistors latch up to release the ESD stress 
current to ground. In case of the negative ESD pulse, the lateral NPN transistor (T2) will 
only be triggered on. 
 

   
(a) (b)   
 

Figure 20 (a) The simplified cross section of the Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) device 
comprises the vertical PNP and the lateral NPN transistors. (b) The simplified cross section 
of the Silicon-controlled rectifier (SCR) device with modification by adding a N+ diffusion at 
the N-well/P Substrate junction. [27] 

 
The SCR device behaves as the high breakdown device because the voltage across 

PN junction of N-well/P-substrate is higher than the voltage drop across the junction of 
N+Diffusion/P-substrate. Nevertheless, the highly triggered voltage has a drawback, whose 
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effect leads from the early destruction in the internal circuits before the ESD PDs will be 
activated. The solution has been achieved by adding the N+Diffusion to the junction of N-
well/P-substrate for bringing the avalanche multiplication process to happen at lower 
breakdown voltage, and reducing the junction width of N-well/P-substrate (see the device 
cross section in Figure 20 (b). 

The bipolar ESD device in Figure 21 is developed for using in the harsh 
environment. Once the positive pulse is applied at the cathode via N+Sinker, the vertical PN 
diode at the junction of P-body/N+BL undergoes avalanche breakdown generating the holes 
current to P-body (base). The holes current flows through the parasitic resistor RNPN 
increasing the voltage drop across the emitter/base junction of the vertical NPN. Thereafter 
the NPN device is triggered on, and the electrons from collector flow into the substrate 
biasing the parasitic resistance in buried layer (RPNP). Then the lateral PNP is subsequently 
activated. By coupling of lateral PNP to vertical NPN, the uniform current distribution could 
be achieved. [29] 
 

        
 
Figure 21 the cross section of High voltage bipolar device composes of the vertical NPN 
and lateral PNP transistors. [29] 
 
The ESD protection devices with different layouts and varied doping concentration were 
explored here for the study of CF behavior, which will be discussed directly in sub topics of 
the experiment chapter. With the investigation of CF behavior, the experimental results 
made us understood how the device shape and the doping concentration influence on 
moving CF and the temperature distribution in various devices. Therefore, one could design 
a robust ESD protection device exploiting the knowledge of this dissertation.  
 

1.6 10BCurrent filament phenomena 

1.6.1 27BIV characteristic in aspect of Current filamentation 
 

The S-shaped IV characteristic of ESD PD demonstrates the significant voltage drop 
to lower voltage, see Figure 22. The voltage drop from the bistable point “X” (at VTR) to the 
voltage of AB branch (at UCO) determines the transition from homogeneous to 
inhomogeneous current distribution. The averaged current density <J> can homogeneously 
distribute throughout device with a small width. But the current distribution becomes 
inhomogeneous in a large device width. Within the Negative Differential Resistance (NDR) 
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regime, inhomogeneous current or the Current Filament (CF) is formed in the device with 
sufficiently large width (WD). [30]-[31] 

The inhomogenous current can be seen in large variety of ESD PDs [32], but also in 
the other devices such as power thyristors, CMOS, and DMOS that exhibit the S-shape IV 
characteristic. [33]-[35]  
The CF formation is considered as isothermal and possibly destructive event for the ESD 
PD; however, in practical the localizing CF inducing the temperature change can inevitably 
effect to the device reliability. For the benefit of all, the CF behaviors and the induced 
temperature are worthy investigation. 
 

       
 
Figure 22 The S-Shape IV characteristic exhibits the NDR regime where the inhomogeneous 
current flows observed in a large device width. The vertical branch (AB) presents in the 
large WD and the inclined slope of negative resistive branch (XYZ) is observed in relevant to 
the smaller WD. [30] 
 
The CF behaviors can be classified by considering the current magnitude along IV 
characteristic into three regimes as followed, see three shaded areas (I, II, and III) in Figure 
22: 

“Off state branch” (lies in “I” regime) is defined by the device voltage (U) below the 
triggered voltage (U < Vtr), where the current density is J < Jtr,. The ESD PD device is in 
the off-state and the emitter-base junction is unbiased. 
 

“On state branch” (lies in “III” regime) is specified for U > VH and J > JH, where VH 
is the holding voltage. The ESD device is fully switched on allowing the high current to 
flow. The emitter-base junction is forward biased and the transistor device is fully switched 
on allowing the ESD current to flow to the ground.  
 

“NDR branch” (lies in “II” regime) is determined by VH <U< Vtr and JH>J>Jtr. In 
general, this NDR branch could not be observed by the conventional TLP measurement, but 
possibly accessed by the modified multilevel TLP (ML-TLP) system as this technique offers 
a steep load line. [30] Within this hidden regime, the current instability and the CF 
formation can be observed in the snapback devices that are primarily discussed in this study. 
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1.6.2 28BTheory of CF formation  
 

The vertical IV branch AB (see Figure 22) exhibits a nearly zero differential 
resistance in large device (Along the line of OFF + XA + AB + BZ + ON). A negative 
differential resistance region can be visible as the device width decreases, see Fig.25; the 
XYZ branch is found in small device width with large load resistance (Along the line of 
OFF + XYZ + ON). By increasing the stress current (IS) along the AB branch, the device 
voltage remains nearly constant at the coexistence voltage (Uco). The Uco allows the device 
to exhibit both On-state and Off-state leading the unstable state within NDR branch. [36] 

The NPN device studied by us exhibits the S-shaped IV characteristic. The 
collector/base junction is stressed with the positive ESD pulse via N+Sink in reverse biased 
direction. Once the reversed junction reaches the avalanche breakdown (VBD), the avalanche 
multiplication process forms the homogeneous current distribution; see schematic A in 
Figure 23. In the wide junction, for currents above ITR the current density <J> loses its 
balance as illustrated by schematic B. These phenomenon responses to the change from 
uniform current in off state to the non-uniform current in bi-stable region VH < U< VTR state 
(see Figure 22). As a result, the homogeneous current distribution contracts itself to form 
the non-uniform current density pattern, called current filament (CF). The current flow in 
the CF corresponds to the high-conductivity on-state (high <J>), while the current flow in 
the off-state corresponds to the low conductive off-state (low <J>). [36] 
 

 
 
Figure 23 Due to the current instability of large device width, the homogeneous current 
distribution in Off-state changes to the inhomogeneous current distribution leading to the 
locally high current density, forming thus a CF. [36] 
 

1.6.3 29BOn state spreading of inhomogeneous current 
distribution  

 
The on-state spreading is a phenomenon which occurs in every device with S-shape 

IV characteristics, at the transition between the low conductivity off-state and high 
conductivity on-state [30], [36], [37]. In the off state at low current (IS) of IV characteristic, 
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the current density <J> of point 0 in Figure 24 (a) distributes homogeneously throughout 
the device width (WD). If we bias the device at constant voltage and trigger it over the 
trigger point (e.g. by a short voltage pulse) then current distribution will collapse into the 
high on-state with current density <J> within a small area (W1), see Figure 24 (b).  This 
initial on-state will spread with a constant speed until reaching final current condition. In 
case of the current in the triggered device increases from points 1 to point 3 at a constant 
voltage (i.e. VTR > U > UCO at the dashed vertical line), the constant <J> expands laterally 
at a constant speed from W1 to W3, where the W1, W2 and W3 are determined from; 

 

       1 3
SI

W
J   

  
So long as the current increases further along the vertical branch, the profiles of 

current distribution have continuously expanded from partial width of on-state W1 to W2 
and W3 respectively, so called the on-state spreading. The on-state spreading will stop 
whenever the current homogeneously distributes from one device wall to another wall (W4 = 
WD). From point 4 onwards, the entire width is fulfilled with the homogeneous current 
turning the device into on-state. At a further increase current (i.e point 5) the magnitude of 
current density will uniformly increase throughout the WD. 

 
 

     
(a) (b) 
 

Figure 24 (a) The vertical branch in IV characteristic are marked with five points; 0 = 
Homogeneous current in off-state, 1-3 = On-state spreading, 4 = homogeneous current flow 
over the width, and 5 = On-state of homogeneous current with a higher current density. (b) 
The profiles of current density are presented for currents marked with five points in (a). 
[36] 
 

1.6.4 30BMoving current Filament 
 

CF movement is an effect which is different to the on-state spreading. The latter 
effect is an isothermal transient effect. For I > ITR and I < Ico (see Figure 24 (a)) a stable 
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current filament with a width F
CO

I
W

J
 will originate after some transit time. [30] This time 

is composed of time corresponding to the time necessary to form the initial on-state at the 
moment of bipolar triggering and the time related to on-state spreading. In the studied 
devices, exhibiting the S-shaped IV characteristic of Figure 25, this time is about or below 1 
ns. After this time all effects occur due to temperature rise in CF. 
 

  
 
Figure 25 The NDR branch in S-shaped IV characteristic has the nearly zero resistance in 
the large device width (curve A), and the negative resistance in a smaller device width 
(curve B).  
 

The CF movement is a result of self-heating effect [3]. At the pulse beginning the 
temperature in CF rises from the avalanche multiplication process. The temperature at initial 
CF location (within WCF) has symmetrical profile. With progressing time, the temperature 
can fluctuate and transform its symmetrical profile into asymmetric profile, and then the 
impact ionization rate at the front wall becomes larger than in its middle. This temperature 
gradient between front wall (TFRONT) and back wall (TBACK) can drive CF to move, see the 
temperature distribution and <J> inside the moving CF in Figure 26 [3]. At the back 
location, the wall will be heated for the longest time, where TBACK has the maximum 
temperature. The motion of CF in the linear structure of bipolar device was experimentally 
demonstrated in [38]-[39] by exploiting the 2D Transient Interferometric Mapping 
technique (TIM).  
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Figure 26 Schematic of temperature profile and current distribution of moving CF. 
 

As long as the higher impact ionization rate exists in the front end of CF, the CF can 
move toward the colder region. The temperature distribution in CF for a short time is 
simulated in the relevant to the heat diffusion in the moving plane (xy-plane). The heat 
diffusion can be neglected if the filament width is larger than the thermal diffusion 

length th T FL D t , where DT is the thermal diffusion coefficient for Silicon ≈ 0.9 cm2/s and 

tF is characteristic time defined the filament width (WCF, see Figure 26) and filament speed 

VCF (i.e. tF = 
20

40
0.5 /

CF

CF

W m
ns

V m ns





   ). Then the diffusion length Lth is approximate to 

about 1.89 µm, the heat diffusion in this case can be neglected and CF can be considered as 
in the adiabatic system.  

Within the adiabatic system the temperature increases with a constant rate in any 
point inside WCF. In addition, the references [3], [40] mention the VCF is directly 
proportional to the temperature difference between front end and back end; the VCF 
increases linearly with respect to the magnitude of current in the device, expressed by the 
following relation; 
 

  S
F back front

F V

I VdT
t T T

dt W c
    

 
where IS is the stress current, TFRONT and TBACK are the temperature at filament boundaries 
and cV is the volume specific heat in silicon. This relation can be summarized by; 
 

 CF BACK FRONTV T T   

 
In [3] the speed VCF was measured in two identical layouts of NPN device at IS in range of 
0.15-0.35 A presented in Figure 27. The range of IS was restricted by the fact that for IS < 
0.15 A the device has not exhibited the NDR in IV characteristic and for IS > 0.35 A the 
situation became sophisticated due to the occurrence of more filaments number (N). The VCF 
increases with the increase magnitude of IS and the total dissipated power that can be 
expressed by the relation of square root power dependence; [3], [40] 
 

CFV P  
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Figure 27 the relation between the power dissipation of CF and its speed for two different 
devices, and the curve fitting of speed was done by the square root of power. [3], [19] 
  
 

From [3], the measured voltage V(t) changes within one pulsing period according to 
the localized CF induces the temperature along the linear device (WD). The device voltage 
depends on the position of CF in respect to device features: it is dependent on how the 
impact ionization rate and temperature in CF depends on the device position. In [3] the V(t) 
waveform changes in repetitive manner due to the CF behaves similarly from pulse to pulse; 
therefore, the V(t) can be analogous to the footprint of CF during its motion. The V(t) 
waveform and the evolution of temperature along device width are presented with together 
in Figure 28 (a) and (b). 

 
 

             
(a) (b) 
 

Figure 28 (a) The schematic of temperature distribution (y-axis) induced by moving CF in 
linear device in time evolution. (b) The V(t) waveform, observed in the previous device 
technology, is marked at instants (1)-(4) in relevant to (a). The inset demonstrates CF 
movement by the time-position plot. [3], [19] 
 

The temperature profile at time (1) in Figure 28 (a) is induced by CF that is generated 
at the middle device. The CF has left its initial position form t > (1) and travels close to the 
right device end (DE) at time (2). The voltage drop at t = (2) in Figure 28 (b) was observed 
in the former smart power technology with the dedicated doping at the device end. [3] At 
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time (3), the CF stands at the right DE inducing the temperature to maximum as the 
appearance of maximum voltage peak. Higher voltage relates to the fact that the impact 
ionization rate is low in region with high temperature; as a result, the voltage has to increase 
for compensating and maintaining the constant current. The inset of Figure 28 (b) illustrates 
the CF movement in the evolution of space-time.  
 

1.7 11BThermal Breakdown 
 

 
Within the avalanche regime of ESD device such the studied NPN devices in this 

thesis the avalanche current (IAV) is generated from the collector/base junction during the 
reverse biasing. The voltage across this pn junction determines the breakdown voltage 
(VBD). As a consequence of the temperature rise during the avalanche multiplication, the 
further carriers are thermally generated (ITH) supporting the IAV. The device current after the 
breakdown event comprises of two components; 

 

AV THI I I   

 
The avalanche terms dominates the device current in the early stage (IAV > ITH). 

Once the generated holes in base (IB) are enough for forward bias the emitter/base junction, 
the NPN device will be activated at the voltage VTR and then the device voltage significantly 
drops to the holding voltage (VH), see the S-Shaped IV characteristic in Figure 29. The VH is 
determined by the voltage at the emitter/base junction.  
By stressing the device with long duration the ITH increases gradually according to the 
accumulated temperature until it plays a dominant role over the IAV in device current (ITH > 
IAV). So long as the temperature rises, the IAV decreases accordingly with the lower impact 
ionization rate. At the critical temperature (TCRIT), the IAV will drop to zero as thermal 
generation current can sustain the injected current (ITH >> IAV). Consequently the voltage at 
collector/base junction is reduced to the second or thermal breakdown voltage VTB. [41]  

 

         
 
Figure 29 The S-Shape IV characteristic illustrates the breakdown voltage (VBD), the 
triggered voltage (VTR), and the thermal breakdown voltage (VTB). The device is degraded at 
IFAIL in the thermal breakdown regime, determined by the leakage current (ILEAK > 10-6A). 
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The criterion of device failure is specified to 10-6 A measured by the DC 

measurement; see the dotted line in Figure 29. The ILEAK has the typical magnitude in range 
of 10-10-10-8 A for device in the normal operation. The compliance value is limited by ILEAK 
< 10-6 A, and the device will be judged to fail at the failure current (IFAIL) for ILEAK > 10-6 A. 
 
 

1.7.1 31BCurrent filament during thermal breakdown event 
 

 
The induced temperature in device increases until the concentration of thermally 

generated carriers equals to the back ground doping concentration (nd) at the critical 
temperature (TCRIT). The relation between TCRIT and nd is expressed as followed; [42] 
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where nd is the background doping concentration per cubic centimeter in the volume with 
the maximum heat dissipation. In [43], TCRIT varies in range of temperature about 400 ºK 
(for nd ≈ 1013/cm3) to 1000 ºK (for nd ≈ 1018/cm3) that can approach to the melting point of 
Silicon (TMELT ≈ 1688 K = 1415 ºC). In long pulse duration, the localizing CF introduces 
TCRIT   to the location, where the local resistance becomes low. The current is allowed to 
flow more through the junction at this region with TCRIT [44]. The current becomes 
immobilizing and is attracted to the highly heated region with high conductance. In [45], the 
local heating by CF in bipolar device during TB event was optically presented by using the 
2D Holographic Interferometry technique. [38] Not only are the bipolar devices observed, 
but the diodes are also found the TB event. This thermal breakdown mechanism can 
eventually destroy the ESD PD devices.  
 The mechanism of TB mentioned previously in [46] depends on many important 
factors such the device geometries, the doping concentration, the complex filamentary 
modes and the ambient temperature, etc. Therefore, the TB event induced by CF in various 
structures of NPN devices was further investigated and discussed in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2  

       2BInvestigation techniques 

 
 
The failure analysis (FA) in semiconductor industry can be classified into the 

passive technique and the active technique. For the passive techniques, the signal (the 
energy information) is retrieved from the electrical measurements such as the laser voltage 
probe technique. In the active techniques, a probe is contacted directly with the DUT, and 
either an external detector or the device itself will be used as detector such as the optical 
beam induced current.  

Since the semiconductor device responses to the ESD stress by releasing the thermal 
energy, many investigation techniques have been developed on the basic of temperature 
measurement by utilizing of the interaction between light and temperature. Light is 
performed as the non-contact probe because it can access to varieties of investigated fields. 
For instance, the Infrared Thermography is one of thermal imaging techniques that make 
use of the black body radiation. The radiated light is emitted from a semiconductor device. 
[47] The black-body radiation will be shifted in wavelength to a shorter wavelength with 
temperature increase. The emitted light depends on the emissivity of that materials 
fabricated in ICs, and the temperature can be estimated by monitoring the radiation from the 
device substrate.  

Another example of FA technique works on the principle of Fluorescent 
Microthermal Imaging (FMI) technique for hot spot localization in semiconductor device 
[48], based on Europium-III-Thenoyotrifluoroacetonate Trihydrate (EuTTA). This material 
generates the fluorescence light in the visible wavelength of 612 nm when it is exposed to 
UV light.  The quantum efficiency decreases with the increasing temperature. The sample 
device is coated with the special thin film. Then the temperature is determined by the 
imaging intensity of the visible fluorescence light of coating film. The light is separated 
from the excitation light in UV. The temperature mapping is calculated from the comparing 
images during operation and non-operation. 

In addition, the FA technique bases on FMI concept is Scanning Reflectance 
Thermometry yielding the surface temperature of device [49]. This method is based on the 
change in reflectance of the surface with respect to the temperature variation under 
stressing. However this technique is limited to some circuits without passivation layer. [49] 
This limitation can be resolved by the Optical Interferometry technique. The Optical 
Interferometry method is a measurement technique exploiting the temperature-induced 
displacement of the surface or the interference of light beam probing inside device [50]-
[52]. The surface displacement is accurately measurable. This displacement provides the 
thermal expansion information at a position of the light beam. The interference of probe 
beam and reference beam produces the Interferogram of the heated area or the thermal 
expansion of surface, yielding the information of heated spot along the lateral device. In 
silicon material, the Infrared probe beam penetrates through a wafer and the multiple 
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reflections at the substrate surface can happen. The reflected intensity can be evaluated from 
the substrate temperature, so called “Fabry-Perot Thermometry” [50]-[51]. This method is 
applied for observing the wafer temperature during the device operation. Nevertheless the 
difference of temperature whether it increases and decreases cannot be simply distinguished.  

In BCD technology, it has been known that the high current density during ESD event 
can cause the destruction by CF activities [53]-[56]. Many authors experimentally studied 
the CF behavior and its thermal effect. For instance, current filaments (CFs) in ESD 
protection devices are studied by measuring the recombination radiation [57], and CFs were 
investigated in thin-film SOS diode using stroboscopic absorption measurement [58]. In this 
work, the variation in the temperature or the carrier density is changeable with the refractive 
index change (Δn) in silicon substrate. This variation can be detected from the “thermo-
optical effect” and the “plasma-optical effect”, which is distinguished by the time-resolved 
measurements. The phase change contributes the information of induced temperature 
change by CF that is interpreted with voltage waveform as followed topics. 

 
 

2.1 12BElectrical Investigation by the 
Transmission Line Pulsing (TLP) system 

 
 
The S-shaped IV characteristic can manifest the electrical properties of ESD devices 

such as the presence of localized CFs and the thermal breakdown events. The IV curve 
represents the averaged voltage over the selected window as a function of increasing 
current. The ESD PD device responds differently to the dissimilar pulse shape and 
dissipated power in device. To designate the testing standard, the different shapes of ESD 
pulse are restricted to the pulse rise time (tr ≈ 0.5 -10 ns) or the pulse duration (  ≈ 10 – 100 
ns), in which the TLP system is comfortable to reproduce the identical pulses and to adjust 
the pulse shapes [59]. 

The IV characteristic in Figure 30 was measured in the NPN device presenting the 
breakdown voltage (VBD), the snapback voltage (or the triggered voltage: VTR), and the 
holding voltage (VH). The DC measurement was measured at each increment of IS until the 
leakage current reaches the compliance at ILEAK ≥ 10-6 A, which determines the failure 
current (IFAIL). 

The electrical schematic of TLP setup is simplified by Figure 31. A transmission line 
cable has the characteristic impedance of 50 Ω and the wide frequency range of up to 2 
GHz. This transmission cable can be loaded up to very high voltage. The high voltage in 
cable is discharged through the Device Under Test (DUT) via a series resistance i.e.1 kΩ 
(see RTLP in Figure 31). A matching resistance of 50 Ω is connected in parallel with the 
DUT for a reflection with the impedance in transmission cable. The 50 Ω matching 
impedance can divert a part of total current limiting the maximum stress current.   
The pulse width ( ≈ 100 ns to 1µs) is adjustable by changing the length of transmission 
cable. For instance, the 10 meters length cable provides the pulse duration ( ) of 100 ns. 
The relation of pulse duration and cable length can be expressed by; [59] 
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Figure 30 Current-Voltage (IV) characteristic of NPN device is plotted with leakage current 
(ILEAK). It shows the snapback of voltage to holding voltage. The failure threshold was 
determined from the leakage measurement (ILEAK ≥ 10-6 A). 
 

Pulse duration 
2

( )
tran cableLength

V propagation speed
 
                                [eq-2] 

 
where Lengthtran-cable is length of the transmission cable multiplied by factor of two due to 
the wave propagates back and forth. V is the propagation speed of wave in transmission 
cable (≈ 0.2 m/ns).  The pulse rise time (tr) can be varied from the standard value at 0.5 ns 
by adding R-L elements between the termination of cable and the TLP resistor (RTLP). The 
measured transient voltage and current of DUT are given as an example in Figure 33 (a).  
 

     
 
Figure 31 The equivalent circuit schematic of Transmission Line Pulsing with 50 Ω system 
[R = 20 MΩ, RTLP = 1 kΩ, Rcoaxial = 50 Ω].  [59] 
 

The incident voltage waveform (Vinc) from the transmission line cable with the 
characteristic impedance (Z0) of 50 Ohms enters the discontinuity point A (see Figure 32). 
For the next medium with impedance (Z), the presence of impedance discontinuity or 
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mismatch impedance can change the amplitude of signal or shift the phase of sinusoidal 
wave. The reflected voltage (Vref) can be determined by the relation:   

 

0

0
ref inc

Z Z
V V

Z Z

 
                [eq-3] 

 
where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the transmission cable, and Z is the total 
impedance [50Ω//(50 +RTLP)]. 
 

      
 
Figure 32 The circuit schematic of the termination shows the reflection point A. [59] 
 

      
                                      (a)               (b)   
 
Figure 33   (a) The example of voltage and current waveforms are measured in NPN device 
under stressing with pulse with rise time (tr) of about 1 ns and duration ( ) of 100 ns. (b) IV 
characteristic is averaged over the selected window marked with two dotted lines in (a) 
Each data point is averaged from 10 voltage waveforms. 
 

The voltage amplitude is averaged over the selected window of each waveform for 
reducing the effect of voltage oscillation within a single stress. And each data in IV 
characteristic of Figure 33 (b) has been averaged over several different waveforms at a 
constant IS. After stressing at each current step, the leakage current (ILEAK) is periodically 
checked by the DC measurement in the dark, in order to avoid the emitting of extra carriers 
in the light sensitive device. Two primary evolutions of ILEAK are monitored and simplified 
by Figure 34 (a) and (b) and named with two terminologies as followed; 
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“Soft failure” is defined by the marginally increase in the ILEAK that develops below the 
compliance at 1 µA. The low range of ILEAK probably relates to the charge trapping in the 
gate oxide or the melt silicon.  
“Hard failure” is specified by the ILEAK reach the failure threshold at 1 µA. This mechanism 
could be relevant to the highly induced temperature that melts the metal contacts to 
penetrate the device junction.  
 

              
                                        (a)                                                                     (b)  

 
Figure 34 (a) The development of leakage currents (ILEAK) by the DC measurement with the 
reversed bias from 5-40 V with voltage increment of 5 V (VBD = 54 V) shows the slightly 
increasing currents as IS increases (soft failure). (b) ILEAK reaches suddenly the compliance 
of 1 µA determining the device degradation (hard failure).   
 

2.2 13BTransient Interferometric Mapping 
Techniques 

 
 
To understand the CF dynamic and the electrical response of ESD PD, the 

measurement based on the optical technique has been developed, allowing visualizing the 
localized current filament and the heat dissipating in device [60]-[61]. The thermal energy 
mapping method using holographic interferometric technique [38] enables us to image the 
hot spot due to self heating effect of current filament and the heat distribution during 
destructive event, in which the temperature rises occurs in short time scale (100 ns or 
shorter) [1], [62].  

The investigation of CF behaviors in this study has a working principle based on the 
Transient Interferometric Mapping (TIM) technique. The DUT is illuminated and focused 
from the device backside by a laser beam with wavelength ( ) of about 1.3 µm that is not 
absorbed in Silicon substrate. This method measures the changing of the refractive index (n) 
induced by the temperature change [63]-[64] and by the carrier concentration change. [65]-
[66] The principle of TIM technique is simplified with the schematic in Figure 35. 
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The laser beam is initially split into “the reference beam” and “the probe beam”. The 
probe beam passes through the substrate from device backside and then it reflects back from 
the metallization layer near the topside of device. In the device with highly dissipated 
power, the induced temperature causes a change in the refractive index (Δn) of the probe 
beam. 
Simultaneously, the reference beam propagates to reflect on the reference mirror. 
Afterwards the reflected probe beam interferes with the reference beam and results in the 
interference signal at the photo detector. The phase shift represents the change in the spatial 
information in time evolution caused by the electrical stress. The detected phase change 
(Δφ) can be expressed by the following relation; [67]-[68] 
 

                    
 
Figure 35 The principle of Transient Interferometric Mapping (TIM) technique exploits the 
change of refractive index (n) of focusing Laser beam at the locally heated area. The 
extracted phase provides the information of temperature change. [38] 
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                                   [eq-4] 

 
where   is the free space wavelength of laser beam, l  is the thickness of bulk substrate, and 
Δn(x,y,z,t) is the change of refractive index (n) at the electrical stressing compared with non 
stress. It is derivable from the relation of ( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , )on x y z t n x y z t n x y z t   . The 

factor of two in equation [eq-4] is a consequence of the twice passing of probe beam in 
forward and backward directions through the Silicon substrate. The total refractive index 
comprises of two significant terms including the thermal term (Δnth) and the free carrier 
term (Δnfc); [68] 
 

( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , )th fcn x y z t n x y z t n x y z t                     [eq-5] 

 
The term of Δnth is the thermally induced change of refractive index. It has the positive 
value expressed by; 
 

( , , , ) ( , , , )th

dn
n x y z t T x y z t

dt
                       [eq-6] 
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In equation [eq-6], the thermal optical coefficient of silicon 
dn

dt
 
 
 

 is about 1.9 x 10-4 K-1 for 

light beam with  of 1.3 µm [69]. The term of Δnfc in equation [eq-5] is relevant to the 
change of refractive index induced by free carrier. It has the negative value that composes of 
the change of electrons and holes concentration; 
 

( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , )fc electrons holesn x y z t n x y z t n x y z t         [eq-7] 

 
From equations [eq-4]-[eq-6], the evolution of phase shift is calculated by the integral of 
thermal change (ΔT) and carrier densities change (ΔNelectrons and ΔNholes) along the optical 
beam that is expressed by the followed relation; [67]-[68] 
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The derivative terms of 
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 is the induced temperature coefficient. 
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are the plasma coefficients of the refractive index in silicon for electrons and holes. And L 
determines the thickness of Silicon substrate. [68] 
  

2.2.1 32BThe extracted phase change due to induced 
temperature 

 
 
The different sign distinguishes the effects between the temperature change and the 

free carrier contribution in equation [eq-5]. The positive phase (  , ,th x y t ) relates to the 

change of refractive index induced temperature change, but the negative phase 
(  , ,fc x y t ) is changed by the change of carrier density as followed; [67] 

 
                                             , , , , , ,th fcx y t x y t x y t                             [eq-9] 

 

 , ,fc x y t  with negative sign can be negligible, if the high power is significantly 

dissipated in the DUT, and the change of carrier concentration is much faster process than 
the responsive time of temperature change. The sample situation that  , ,fc x y t is 

neglected is during the device power is turned off immediately, the highly induced 
temperature during operation still remains at a high degree at time t >> . The phase shift 

 , ,x y t  is considerably proportional to the two dimensional energy density (E2D) 

expressed by; [68], [70] 
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where the light wavelength 61.3 10    m, the volume specific heat  61631 10Vc    

[
J

Kg K
]. Consequently the energy density in equation [eq-10] can be simplified as; 
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                      [eq-11] 

 
The thermally induced phase shift describes not only the instantaneous power 

information but also the history of power dissipation in the device. The measured phase 
offers the information of dynamic changes in the heat dissipation. In addition, the 
instantaneous power dissipation density (P2D) is calculated from the derivative of phase shift 
by the followed relation; [71] 
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                                             , , , 0,th zj x y z t                                                             [eq-12] 

 
where k is the temperature independent heat conductivity, and jth,z(x,y,0,t) is the normal 
component of the heat flow density vector at the top surface representing the thermal power 
transferred from bulk to the top layer, which is negligible. 
 

2.2.2 33BScanning Heterodyne Interferometer 
 

 
To achieve a better resolution in space and time evolution, the scanning heterodyne 

interferometer is a technique for determine quantitatively the thermal energy and free carrier 
concentration [68], which also provides a means to observe the thermal degradation. To 
obtain the information of phase change at each scanning position, the automatic movable 
stage allows scanning with precise movement along the active region in x- and y- directions 
or the arbitrary path.  

The simplified schematic presented with Figure 36 begins with the laser beam with 
wavelength ( ) of 1.3 µm generated from the laser diode. (A silicon device is transparent 
to >1.1 µm.) The laser beam is split up into two frequency beams by the Acoustic Optic 
Modulator (AOM). A zero order beam with frequency 0 remains the same frequency and 

then it will be blocked by the beam stopper. The first order beams of other two frequencies 
are slightly shifted to frequency 1  and 2 driven by the AOM. Then these two diffracted 

beams have functions as the probe beam and the reference beam for a planar investigation.  
One of the diffracted beams (LB2) is deviated from the optical axis by mirror1 prior to 
entering the microscope objective. This beam subsequently reflects back on mirror2 to the 
AOM, functioning as the reference beam LB2. On the optical axis the probe beam (LB1) is 
focused by the Infrared microscope objective lens on the interesting area. The probe beam 
(LB1) reflects on the metal layer at topside of DUT. Then LB1 interferes with the reference 
beam (LB2) at the photo detector labeled with the solid line in Figure 36. It is important to 
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note that the length of the reference branch and the length of the probe branch should be 
balanced within the coherence length of the laser light. The measured output signal from a 
fast digital oscilloscope is the heterodyne beat signal expressed by relation; [72]-[73] 
 

                               2 cos 2ref p dis ref ps t s t s t s t s t s t t t           [eq-13] 

 
The beating frequency 2Δω represents the twice passages (back and forth) of laser 

through the substrate with the frequency shift 12   . The phase change (Δφ) is due to 

the temperature change at the position of focusing beam.  The three terms of dependent 
signals sref, sp, and sdis are the reference beam, probe beam and the disturbance signal 
respectively.  

During the experiment, the investigated chip is glued with PCB and connected to the 
electrical pad with Au wire bonding. The chip on PCB is mounted on the movable stage in 
xy-plane with precision of 0.1 µm controlled by stepping motor. At each scanning position, 
the device is stressed by multiple identical pulses for improving the signal to noise ratio 

(
S

N
). All electrical instruments and the moving stage are automatically synchronized by the 

computer. And, the phase shift is extracted from the heterodyne signal by the principle of 
Fast-Fourier Transform [72]-[73]. 
 

                        
 
Figure 36 Schematic of the scanning heterodyne interferometry set-up consists of main 
components including laser diode, photo detector, beam splitters, Infrared camera, Acoustic 
Optic Modulator (AOM), frequency generator  1 2and  , microscope objective lens, and 

DUT on the movable stage in xy-plane. [2], [72]-[73] 
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In the configuration of "slow" Heterodyne Scanning Interferometry, the beating frequency is 
defined by the different frequency between two beams  1 22 2     . For slow 

heterodyne scanning schematic in Figure 36, the diffracted beam is modulated with two 
frequencies ( 1 2,  ); the parameters of scanning heterodyne setup are summarized in Table 

2. In case of the “fast” heterodyne scanning set-up the beam is modulated with single 
frequency   . The beating frequency of fast heterodyne setup is then calculated from 

 2 2   .  The light beam in heterodyne scanning setup with wavelength ( ) of 1.3 µm 

will not introduce the extra free carriers in all studied devices for this thesis. This method is 
considered as the non-invasive investigation method that allows us to stress the DUT with 
plenty of repetitive pulses. 
 
 

Configuration  

Beating frequency (2Δω) 2-10 MHz 
Detector Bandwidth 28 MHz 

Time resolution 15 ns 
Phase sensitivity 16 mrad 

Signal to Noise Ratio ~ 60 
 
Table 2 Parameters of the Scanning Heterodyne Interferometric set-up. [72]-[73] 
 
To interpret the phase with the heterodyne scanning technique, the identical pulse and the 
stability in device dynamic are required; otherwise, the data analysis could deviate in high 
degree from the actual characteristic. The more numbers of stress pulses can narrow the 
distribution of quantitative phase from pulse to pulse, but the trade-off is introducing of 
device degradation before completing one scanning path.  
 

2.2.3 34BDual Beam Michelson Interferometer 
 

 
The Dual Beam Michelson Interferometer is built for measure the absolute phase 

shift from dual beams with the resolution of 0.4 ns. Two laser beams are probed 
simultaneously at two different positions for sensing the temperature change in time. This 
technique can provide the information of the dynamic change in device under stress such as 
the CF speed, which cannot achieve by single probe beam method. 

The schematic in Figure 37 presents two laser diodes of wavelength ( ) 1.3 µm, 

which are orthogonally polarized to each other. To have the orthogonal polarization the 
2


 

attenuator plates are installed with cube polarizer. These two beams are combined 
afterwards by the polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Two probe beams are focused on the DUT 
by the microscope objective lens. The DUT is installed on the manually rotated stage in X-, 
Y-, and Z- directions. Each laser branch (LB1 and LB2) is split into the reference and probe 
beams by the beam splitter (Beam splitter1 and 2 respectively). Two reference beams 
individually reflect on the Mirror1 and Mirror2. These two mirrors are mounted on the stage 
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with the Piezoelectric control that enables to adjust the signal to have the maximum 
sensitivity. The probe beam of LB1 is fixed on the optical axis, but the probe beam of LB2 
is adjustable by Mirror3. This adjustable mirror allows correcting the distance between two 
probe beams. To visualize the position of two focusing beams, the broadband Infrared light 
source provides the visibility of device layout with two lasers on the Infrared camera. [74] 

 
 

       
 
Figure 37 Schematic set-up diagram of the dual beam Michelson Interferometry comprising 
two laser diodes, two photo detectors, a microscope objective lens, beam splitters, an 
Infrared camera, and DUT on the movable stage in xy-plane. [74] 
 

 
Table 3 is the summary of important parameters of the dual beam interferometer 

setup. Two magnifications (20  and 50 ) of microscope objective are chosen that are 
suitable for visualizing the different dimensions of all studied devices (i.e. linear NPN 
device widths WD = 100-400 µm). In most experiments the objective 50  was suitably used 
for WD of 100-200 µm, the beam spot has the diameter 2.3 µm determining the spatial 
resolution for this setup. One important parameter is the distance between two probe beams 
that is restricted by the objective magnification; see the light schematic in Figure 38 (a). The 
distance between two probe beams (S2BEAMS) should not exceed 110 µm in case of using the 
objective with magnification 50 . The time resolution of this set-up involves with the 
responsive time of detector that is about 0.4 ns for a detector bandwidth of 1 GHz.  

Since the electrical stress is applied to the DUT, the refractive indexes of two laser 
probes (n) unequally change with respect to temperature change at two locations. The 
sinusoidal signals from two detectors are detected and recorded by the fast digital 
oscilloscope (4 GHz). The phases are directly calculated from the measured signal 
according to the followed relation; [75] 
 

The measured signal;                                    sin
2

AC
S                                         [eq-14] 
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The absolute phase                           arcsin 2 2
S S

AC AC
       

 
                           [eq-15] 

 
 
The measured sinusoidal wave (S) in Figure 38 (b) has the linear relationship with the 
absolute phase change (Δφ), where AC is the peak to peak of sinusoidal magnitude. This 

relation is valid for small phase (Δφ ≤ 
2


) and the working point has to locate at the middle 

regime of phase amplitude. [75]-[76] For the repeated measured signal, several pulses 
should be measured for averaging the results in order to improve the signal to noise 

ratio
S

N
 
 
 

.  

 
 

Objective 20  50  

Field of View 520   390 µm 210   160 µm 

Pixel size 0.6806 µm 0.2768 µm 

Beam diameter 6.1 µm 2.3 µm 

Distance between two lasers 110 µm 34 µm 
 
Table 3 Parameters of the dual beam Michelson Interferometry for two magnifications. [75] 
 
 

                            
              (a)       (b) 
 
Figure 38 (a) Distance between two focused probe beams (110µm) depends on the 
magnification of objective lens (50 ) (b) The detected signal shows working point in the 

middle of the sinusoidal waveform for  
2

rad
  . [75]-[76] 
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2.2.4 35B2D Holographic Transient Interferometric 
Mapping 

 
 
The two dimensional interferometer based on the holographic microscopy provides 

the information of spatial temperature distribution in xy-plane of ESD device. This 
inspecting technique exploits the short pulse to illuminate the backside of DUT that is 
suitable for the unrepeatable device characteristics that varies from pulse to pulse. [77] This 
measurement technique is flexible to perform the thermal imaging at one time instant or two 
time instants within a single stress. 
 

2.2.4.1 61B2D TIM at single time instant measurement 
 

 
The two dimensional TIM (2D TIM) setup is illustrated by Figure 39; the schematic 

depicts the light path incorporated with the electrical instruments. The laser beam, generated 
from the Nd-YAG pulser having wavelength of 1300 nm, illuminates on the device backside 
and penetrates through Silicon substrate without absorption (The  of 1250 nm practically 
offers a superb quality of Interferometric fringes) The laser beam is partially separated to 
incident on the photo detector before entering the part of Interferometer setup, in order to 
point out the illuminating instant and synchronize with the device stressing.  
Once the beam has entered the Interferometer part, it is split by the non polarizing beam 
splitter into two beams including the probe beam and the reference beam. On the probe 
beam branch, the diffracted beam passes through the device backside to reflect on the 
topside of DUT during ESD stressing. Simultaneously the reference beam goes reflecting on 
the adjustable mirror. The optical distances between the probe branch and reference branch 
have to be equivalent within the laser coherence length for creating the interference pattern 
at the Infrared camera. [75] 

The light schematic in Figure 40 demonstrates the diffracted probe beam passes 
through the lens (Lens1) on the optical axis and is collimated by the microscope objective 
for focalizing on the DUT. The beam diameter is adjustable in range of 100 µm - 5 mm, 
which determines the field of view as a set-up parameter. The probe beam and the reference 
beam eventually pass through the optical lens (Lens2) to interfere at the Infrared camera. 
The Infrared Image of DUT can transform to project on the plane of camera, and the DUT 
position is adjustable. To adjust the fringes orientation and the width of fringes, the angle of 
reference mirror can be rotated. The schematic of IR light is labeled by the dotted lines. [75] 
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Figure 39 Schematic of 2D TIM setup for measurement at single time instant.  [38], [75], 
[78] 
 

     
 
Figure 40 Schematic of laser beam and IR light in the Michelson Interferometer.  
 

2.2.4.2 62B2D TIM at two time instant measurement 
 

One 2D phase image might be insufficient to present the induced temperature 
change or the complex CF behaviors. But the 2D TIM at two time instant measurement 
offers two 2D phase images within a single stress, in which the information of temperature 
evolution at two interesting instants can be obtained. 
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The additional laser is incorporated with the conventional set-up of 2D TIM at one 
time instant, see Figure 41. The polarized direction of the added beam must be 
perpendicular to the polarized direction of the formal beam. At the beginning of setup, these 
orthogonal beams are combined with the polarizing beam splitter (splitter1). These beams 
are partially split to the photo detector by a beam splitter to indicate the illuminating instants 
on the digital oscilloscope. The delay time between two imaging instants and the time to 
stress are synchronized that are adjustable by the computer. The Interferograms of the 
reference image and the stressed image should be recorded immediately after one other to 
reduce the optical system instability e.g. the vibration on optical table.  
These two orthogonal beams enter the Michelson Interferometry setup at two consecutive 
times that are split up into the probe beam branch and the reference beam branch. In 
sequence of two orthogonal beams function likewise as discussed in the one time instant 
measurement of 2D TIM. Two orthogonal probe beams conveying the phase shift 
information interfere consecutively with two orthogonal reference beams. Two orthogonal 
beams are collimated with lens2, and split by the polarizing beam splitter2 to enter 
individually two Infrared cameras. [79] 

The laser diameter illuminated on DUT is in range of 100-500 µm determined by the 
magnification of microscope objective lens; see the parameters of 2D TIM technique in 
Table 4. The time resolution of 2D TIM setup is determined by the specification of laser 
pulser. The resolution of laser is limited by the illuminating time on the DUT corresponding 
to the exposing time of Interferogram on the Infrared camera. The entire backside of DUT is 
captured in the pixel format, and the minimum pixel size is calculated by the magnification 
of lens. The distance between two light sources should be greater than the limit of light 
diffraction (ddiffract) for optimizing the fringe pattern contrast expressed by the Reyleigh’s 
criterion as followed;  
 

1.22

2diffract
A

d
N


                                                    [eq-16] 

 
The resolution of laser1 (Opolette laser) is about 5.3 ns and the resolution of laser2 (Vibrant 
laser) is 3.4 ns. The spatial resolution depends on the pixel of Interferogram image and the 
diffraction of the optical system. [75] 
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Figure 41 Schematic of 2D TIM measurement at two time instants. The delay time between 
two consecutive shots is controllable and synchronized with the electrical stressing on DUT. 
[75], [79]  
 
 

Objective 10  20  50  

Maximum Field of view (µm) 1500   1000 850   500 430   230 

Pixel size (µm) 1   0.9 0.6   0.5 0.3   0.3 

Numerical Aperture (NA) 0.26 0.4 0.42 

ddiffract 3 2 1.9 
 
Table 4 Setup parameters for lens with two different magnifications of the 2-dimensional 
Holographic Interferometer. [75] 
 
The parameters of stress pulse including the pulse amplitude IS, the pulse duration ( ), 
number of stress pulses and the delay time of laser delay  are adjusted by the in-house 

software. The DUT is stressed with by the ESD pulses generated from the DMOS pulser. 
High voltage is converted to the current pulse by a high series resistance (i.e 1 kΩ) to the 
DUT.  
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The change in Interferogram of stressed image is extracted by subtraction the 
stressed device image from the non-stressing image (or the reference image) done by the 
Fast Fourier Transform method programmed in MATLAB. 
The fringe pattern is expressed by the following relation: 
 

       , , , cos ,I x y A x y B x y k r x y        

 
where A(x,y) is the background signal in space xy-plane, B(x,y) is the amplitude of the 
fringes, k is the wave vector of the laser beam, r is the vector in space, and φ(x,y) is the total 
phase shift induced from the electrical stress. [75] 

In the heterodyne scanning TIM technique, the device has to be stressed with plenty 
of stress pulse so long as the scanning completes the inspected region. This method is 
considered as a time consumption measurement and not suitable for the non-repetitive 
device characteristics. The 2D holographic TIM technique presents the phase images, which 
the information of temperature change in 2D can be achieved at once, but the temperature 
evolution cannot be obtained with this method. 
Since each setup has the trade-off, the investigator should select an appropriate optical 
technique to suit with the different characteristic of ESD device. 
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Chapter 3        
3BExperimental Results  

 
 
 

3.1 14BInvestigated Devices 
 
The listed devices in Table 5 were experimentally investigated and discussed in all thesis 
content. In fact, not only these devices had been analyzed. Other device structures, such 
devices with inclined doping of emitter edge or with the modified doping concentration, 
were also preliminarily characterized. Nevertheless, the measurement results are not 
presented here according to the limited time to investigate them in details.  
The layouts of investigated device will be presented and discussed in each sub-chapter of 
experiment results. 
 

Name Device Type Structure Description Discussed in 

NPN_Std 
NPN 

 
Linear 

(Standard)

Devices have four different widths including 
100, 200, 300, and 400 µm. 

 
Figure. 42 

NPN_Heat 
NPN with the 

side heater 
Linear 

Heater (size 30 × 30 µm) is located at 60 µm 
away from a device end of NPN (NPN_Std) 

device. 
Figure. 101 (d) 

NPN_Dope 

NPN with 
highly doping 

P-Body in 
middle 

Linear 
 

NPN (NPN_Std) devices have solid doping 
of P-Body in the middle for the 

deterministic starting CF position. The 
device widths are 200, 400, and 600 µm. 

Figure. 45 

NPN_Round NPN Circular 
P+Diffusion locates at the center, enclosed 
collinearly with the round Emitter and the 
outermost N+Sink layers (REmitter = 17 µm) 

Figure. 60 

NPN_Meander2 NPN 
Meander 2 

Fingers 
 

The N+Emitter/P+Diffusion are nonparallel 
with N+Sink. (Ohmic length (L) changes.) 

Figure. 64 (a) 
and  

Figure. 65 (a) 

NPN_Meander3 NPN 
Meander 3 

Fingers 
Device has the similar doping profile to the 

NPN Meader2. 
Figure. 64 (b)  

NPN_Oval 
NPN 

 
Oval 

 

N+Sink has a stripe structure and locates 
close to one side of oval coupling regions of 

N+Emitter and P+Diffusion. 
 

Figure. 68 (f)  
And 

 Figure 69 (a) 

 
Table 5 List of investigated bipolar transistor devices with different layout, doping 
concentration, and shapes. The cross sections of listed devices are displayed and discussed 
in each sub-chapter guided in the last column. 
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3.2 15BCurrent Filament study 
 
As the device dimension has been scaled down, the ESD devices in Table 5 were fabricated 
by the recent fabrication technology of smart power device. Figure 42 demonstrates the 
ESD NPN device layout that was mainly tested with ESD pulses for CF behavior 
observation; the location of CF was marked with the dashed oval in the schematic. 

The CF, observed in devices of Table 5, did not behave repetitively and could not be 
determined its behavior beforehand due to the current instability from pulse to pulse. The 
heat dissipation in DUT contributed by CF depends on the magnitude of current (IS); the 
temperature in CF highly depends on power.  CF was observed that it behaves differently as 
the IS increases. However there are some common features at a fixed IS.  
Many experiments of the CF study were done in the NPN device of Figure 42, and to group 
CF behaviors two regimes of current IS are taken into account as followed; 
 
1) IS < 0.41-0.45 A, the single CF (1CF) is generated at random starting positions found 
likewise in all structure types.  
2) IS ≥ 0.41-0.45 A, there was a small probability of multiple current filament (CFs) 
compared to single CF. Modes of multiple CFs have the increasing trend as the magnitude 
of IS increases. 
 

The IV characteristic consists of multiple current filamentary branches, in which 
each branch represents the number of CF (N). At the interval of current IS = 0.45-0.8 A, N is 
alternately 1 or 2 from pulse to pulse [80], which the experimental study will be discussed 
further in this chapter. Not only was the alteration of N observed with change of IS, but the 
degree of current instability, the induced temperature by CF(s), and the thermal breakdown 
event also depend strongly on the magnitude of IS. Behavior of single or multiple CFs are 
investigated by the optical TIM methods and correlated to the IV waveforms. Each activity 
of localized CF relates to the voltage change and contributes the certain power dissipation 
into the ESD device. Randomness of current instability, traveling speed, standing time on 
initial CF position, time consumption on DE, the CF size, and interaction of multiple CFs 
have been experimentally investigated with varied measurement techniques for comparison 
as discussed in following sub-topics. 
 

 
 

Figure 42 The cross section of NPN_Std device that was mainly investigated and marked 
the CF location with the dotted oval.  The N+Buried Layer (collector) was applied positive 
voltage pulses via N+Sink and the N+Emitter/P+Diffusion were shorted to ground. The 
distance between N+Sink and N+Emitter determines the Ohmic length (L). 
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3.2.1 36BRandomness in triggering position of Current 
Filament 

 
The repetitive and therefore deterministic triggering position of CF has been found 

in the previous study of [3], [70]. Nevertheless, all bipolar devices in Table 5 exhibits the 
random initial CF position at low current in range of IS < 0.45 A, furthermore the heading 
direction was accordingly nondeterministic.  
Figure 43, the voltage peak (VPEAK) indicates the temperature increases at the moment of CF 
turnabout the DE. The time intervals of tPEAK1A and tPEAK1B in Figure 43 (a) consists of the 
standing time of CF at triggering position (tSTAND, discussed in next topic) and the time 
consumption of CF on moving from its triggering position to the DE. The shift in the 1st 
maximum VPEAK of waveforms A and B determines the triggering CF instability at random 
position (tPEAK1A ≠ tPEAK1B). The time between two maximums VPEAK (tPEAK1-2) is the 
traveling time across the device width. 
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Figure 43 (a) Overflow plots of V(t) waveforms A and B demonstrates the shifting of VPEAK 
at IS = 0.3 A (b) The data scattering has been observed along IV characteristic. 
 
 Since the unpredictable CF due to current instability brings some difficulties to 
determine the failure criteria, the study of randomness would be beneficial for 
understanding how the random degree of initial CF position changes as a function of stress 
current IS. The random triggering of CF leads to the shift of VPEAK; therefore the small 
deviation in voltage along IV curve in Figure 43 (b) (ΔVAVG) was the result of selecting the 
averaged window over the randomly shifted VPEAK and VH. The IV characteristic could not 
explicitly demonstrate how the triggering CF position distributes along width at each current 
step.  

Therefore, to study the effect of current IS to the CF randomness, the NPN_Std 
device (the device layout in Figure 42) was stressed with 100 TLP-pulses at three current 
steps including IS = 0.256 A, 0.41 A, and 0.45 A. The duration of stress pulse ( ) was set to 
500 ns that was long enough for CF traveling from the 1st DE to 2nd DE as the presence of 
the 1st and 2nd VPEAK. 
Each voltage waveform was searched for two maximum VPEAK done by using the 
programmed software in MATLAB. Instants of the two maximum peaks were recorded in 
time evolution and statistically plotted as a function of three currents (IS = 0.256, 0.41, and 
0.45), see Figure 44. 
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Each column demonstrates two scattering zones of maximum peaks (VPEAK1 and 
VPEAK2) in time. Time to the 1st peak at IS = 0.256 A distributed widely more than at IS = 
0.41 and 0.45 A, indicating CF at the lowest IS has the high degree of current instability, and 
the randomness decreases with the increase of IS magnitude. This means the triggering 
position of CF becomes more deterministic with increasing of IS. In addition, the CF would 
turnaround the closest DE solely at IS = 0.256 A, but it preferred to turnaround the far DE at 

higher IS. Therefore the averaged times to the 1st VPEAK had extended to about 
2

TURNt
at IS ≥ 

0.45 A. (tTURN  is the traveling time of CF to complete one round trip.) 
This statistical experiment demonstrates the distribution degree of initial CF position 
depending on the IS magnitude; however, it could have been effected by the distributed 
resistance at the device contacts as observed in references [73].                                                
 

          
        
Figure 44  The 200 µm NPN_Std device was observed the random distribution of initial CF 
position under stressing with multiple pulses at three current steps (Pulse duration = 500 
ns). Each voltage waveform was recorded two instants of two maximum peaks and plotted 
as a function of time. 
 

3.2.2 37BInitial time before traveling 
 

In references [3] , [81], the simulation of temperature distribution induced by CF 
shows CF spends a certain time on standing (tSTAND ≈ 30 ns) at its triggering position before 
localizing. In order to measure the tSTAND, it was impossible with all discussed techniques in 
chapter 2 due to the randomness of starting position in this device technology. 
To measure the time tSTAND, the linear NPN device (NPN_Dope) with the high doping 
concentration in center of P-body width of transistor device was suitable for this 
investigation because it has a low base resistance (RB) that attracts current to flow through, 
see the layout in Figure 45.  The large solid doping of P-body region is sandwiched between 
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the plug arrays of P-body doping. With this doping pattern the repetitive initial position of 
CF can be fixed at the device center; therefore, it was possible to measure the time tSTAND 
with our optical TIM setup. 

To estimate the tSTAND of triggered CF, the temperature distribution or phase shift 
(Δφ) in time, measured by the Heterodyne Scanning TIM technique, was extracted during 
the early period before the phase envelope will laterally shift. The scattered plots in Figure 
46 (a) and (b) are the plots of the temperature evolution (Δφ) and the power distribution 
(P2D) during CF standing at initial location. (Each plot has time step of 5 ns and the 
resolution of heterodyne scanning setup is 3 ns) 
The envelope of induced temperature has gradually risen and then the envelope of P2D 
began shifting toward a direction after a certain time passed. The time of rising phase equals 
to the time of CF standing at its initial position (tSTAND) that was required for raising the 
temperature gradient inside CF until it could initial to move from t ≥ 30 ns. The tSTAND of 
about 30-35 ns were consistent with the results in [3]. 
 

       
 
Figure 45 The layout of NPN_Dope device is nearly similar to NPN_Std device except the 
substantial P-body doping at center that is sandwiched between P-body plug arrays. This 
structure was dedicated for fixing the starting CF position at the middle. 
 

     
(a) (b) 
 

Figure 46 The scattered plots of (a) Phase distribution and (b) Power (P2D), investigated in 
the NPN_Dope device with repetitive triggering CF position, show the standing time of CF 
(tSTAND) ≈ 30-35 ns at IS = 0.6 A. 
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3.2.3 38BSize of Current Filament 
 

To estimate the filament size (WCF), the 2D TIM technique at one time instant was 
utilized to capture the size of hot spot induced by standing CF. There was necessary to 
capture at ahead of time during CF standing (t < tSTAND) before localizing or before heat 
diffusion for achieving the closest approximation. The heat region in 2D phase image at the 
imaging time about 30 ns is suitable for approximating size of CF.  
The size WCF was calculated by taking the ratio between numbers of pixels and the actual 
dimension (in µm-scale). Figure 47 (a) and (b), captured from backside of the NPN_Std 
device, show the hot spot induced by CF at currents IS = 0.6 and 0.9 A respectively. Size of 
WCF at IS = 0.6 A was approximately 20 µm and enlarged to about 28 µm at IS = 0.9 A. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 
Figure 47 The 2D phase images of 200 µm NPN_Std were captured at the early imaging 
instant of 30 ns and overlaid on the Interferogram image showing the CF size of about 20-
30 µm at (a) IS = 0.6 A (b) IS = 0.9 A.  
 

To diminish the effect of heat diffusion or any imprecise estimation from 2D phase 
images, the Dual Beams Interferometer technique having two probe beams with small 
diameter of 2.3 µm was used that provides the smaller discrepancy in WCF measurement. 
The obtained signal from photo detector of this setup yields the linear response to the 
temperature change within CF wall. The phase evolution will sharply increase when the 
front-wall of WCF enters the position focusing beam at time t1, and the phase increases 
continuously until the back-wall of WCF leaves the probe beam at time t2, see the illustration 
in Figure 48. 

The probe beam diameter is much smaller than the WCF, the period of rising phase 
between t1 and t2 (DP: or in the interval [t1,t2]) was measured for determination of WCF using 
the known traveling speed VCF (discussed in the next topic).  
 

                                                           1 2,CF CFW V t t 
 

 

                                                  
 
Figure 48 The simplified schematic of CF moving past the focusing laser beam. 
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The temperature profiles at a position of focusing beam induced by traveling CF were 
plotted with V(t) waveforms shown in Figure 49 (a) and (b). The 2nd rising phase in Figure 
49 (a) means CF came back to the position of focusing beam within one pulse duration. 
Once the averaged filament speed VCF has value about 0.51 µm/ns at IS in range of 0.45-0.8 
A, the WCF can be computed as followed;  
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Figure 49 (a) and (b) Transient phases, investigated by a beam of the Dual beam Michelson 
Interferometry setup, were plotted with V(t) for calculating the CF size.  
 

The CF size of phase in Figure 49 (a)        WCF = 2 1( )CFV t t  = 0.51 × 28 ≈ 14.3 µm  

The CF size of phase in Figure 49 (b)        WCF = 2 1( )CFV t t  = 0.51 × 31 ≈ 15.8 µm 

 
By approximating VCF to be constant for this stressing current, the averaged WCF at IS of 
0.45-0.8 A has value of about 14-16 µm. The WCF, computed from VCF and time of CF 
passing by laser beam [t1,t2], was reasonable and approximately accorded with the measured 
WCF by 2D phase images. 

In conclusion, at a low applied current IS the CF has a small size, and has a larger 
size at higher IS. In fact the photo detector has a fast response to the temperature change, and 
the recorded phase should increase and decrease rapidly with respect to the fast moving CF. 
However the 1st rising phase of Figure 49 (a) (marked with curve) increased slowly and its 
increasing period [t1,t2] should not be taken into account of WCF calculation. Even though 
the laser probe was fixed at a same place during stressing period, the measured phase could 
have different slopes between the 1st and 2nd rising phases. This non linear response was 
probably caused by the effect of detected signal far from the working point. (To have a 
linear response, the working point should be at the middle of sinusoidal waveform, see the 
explanation in Figure 38 (b). 
 

3.2.4 39BSpeed of Single CF 
 

 
The CF movement depends on the temperature effect combining with the decreasing 

impact ionization rate [8]. The experiment and simulation have been previously done to 
observe the moving CF speed in linear structure of ESD PD devices. In [81], two motions of 
CF were distinguished; one was a transfer from a cell to a next one and another was motion 
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along the diffusion region. The driving force for CF movement is the temperature gradient 
within the CF. [3], [40] In [3], [70], the filament speed VCF has been found to increase with 
the increase current IS, the experiment showed how far CF could travel for a longer distance 
at higher IS compared to that at lower current IS.  

Here the traveling speed of CF had been investigated as a function of current IS in 
various device shapes. The filament speed VCF could be estimated from the voltage 
alteration and be calculated more precise from the 2D phase images or the phase evolution 
from the Dual beams Michelson Interferometry technique. 
 

3.2.4.1 63BFilament speed at room temperature by the electrical 
measurement 

 
The simplest way to measure the speed VCF was done by measuring the time to the 

1st VPEAK. The NPN_Dope device with 200 µm WD (the layout is shown in Figure 45) having 
the repetitive triggering CF position at the middle was investigated the VCF at increasing 
currents. In a linear ESD device, VPEAK as a landmark in time indicates CF spends time on 
traveling from center WD to DE. 

The experiment was done at room temperature and the voltage waveforms were 
measured at currents IS including 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 A, see the overflow plot of waveforms 
A to D in Figure 50. The time to the 1st VPEAK was shortened (t1 > t2 > t3 > t4) with respect 
to the increase current meaning a higher power CF reasonably moved with a faster speed. 
About half WD was the travel distance of ≈ 100 µm for the VCF calculation as the followed 
relation; 

 

VCF = 
 100moving distance

STAND

half of width m

t t t





                  [eq-17] 

 
where tSTAND is about 30 ns. The calculated CF speeds of waveforms A-D were including 
0.44, 0.47, 0.52, and 0.57 µm/ns with respect to the shortened traveling time t1-t4. This 
estimation might not be the precise method; however it offers us the convenience and the 
tendency of speed at this IS regime. If more numbers of waveforms would have been 
averaged, a better accuracy could have been achieved with this estimation. 
 

         
 
Figure 50  CF was specified to be triggered at the middle of NPN_Dope device. Time to 
maximum VPEAK was shorted gradually from waveform A to D. (t1> t2> t3> t4) Then the 
moving speed of CF (VCF) increases linearly with the increase of IS. 
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To improve the accuracy in VCF estimation, the time to 1st VPEAK of 10 voltage waveforms at 
five currents IS are averaged out and plotted as a function of increase current presented in 
Figure 51. Between low current to intermediate current (IS = 0.2 A- 0.6 A), single CF will 
travel with the averaged speed <VCF> in range of 0.42-0.63 µm/ns at room temperature. 
Although the speed done by averaging offers the improved accuracy, the Dual Beams 
Michelson Interferometry technique can provide the better precision in VCF value by 
stressing device at once as discussed further. 
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Figure 51 The CF speeds <VCF> in the NPN_Dope device, measured from time to the 1st 
VPEAK as discussed in Figure 50, are averaged over 10 voltage waveforms at currents in 
range of 0.4-0.6 µm/ns. 
 

3.2.4.2 64BFilament speed at room temperature by Dual beams Michelson 
Interferometry 

 
In Dual Beams Michelson Interferometry setup, two focusing beams are exploited 

for sensing the induced temperature change when CF passes by. The traveling time between 
dual beams (Δt) was measured, in which the distance between two beams (S2BEAMS) was 
known and controlled manually. 

The example of investigation in Figure 52 (a) shows the distance S2BEAMS was 85 µm 
and one beam (Laser2) was focused close to the bottom DE. The moving schematic that was 
derived from transient phases and voltage is illustrated by Figure 52 (b). Time between two 
1st rising phases in Figure 52 (c) (Δt = t2- t1) responses to the visiting moment of CF at two 
locations of dual beams in consecutive time. 
With this technique, the speed VCF can be simply calculated from one stressing as below; 
 

Filament speed (VCF) = 2distance between two beams (S )BEAMS

t
 

85
0.56 /

150
m ns   

 

In addition, the CF reached the bottom DE at the time about 2

20

0.56 /

m
t

m ns




 = 286 ns by 

estimating from the distance between Laser2 and DE (20 µm) and VCF of 0.56 µm/ns, which 
is consistent with the time to maximum VPEAK ( 1 290PEAKt ns ) in voltage of Figure 52 (c). 
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The VCF measurement done by the Dual beams Interferometer presents a close value to the 
averaged speed in the statistic result of Figure 51.  
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Figure 52 (a) Infrared image of 200 µm NPN from backside (b) CF movement and beams 
locations are illustrated by this schematic. (c) Phases of Dual beams Interferometry is 
plotted with transient voltage at IS = 0.45 A from DMOS pulser. 
 
 

By focusing the two laser beams on the edge of diffusion region, one probably 
questions weather the light beam interferes the triggering position and the travel speed or 
not. To observe how the speed VCF deviated from pulse to pulse, the one of beams was 
shifted to focus at DE and the distance between two beams was narrowed to 51 µm as 
shown in Figure 53 (a). In the schematic of Figure 53 (b), the CF motion, derived from 
phases and voltage of Figure 53 (c), presents CF triggered from the bottom DE and then it 
passed by dual beams at t1 and t2. Time to travel the distance between two beams (Δt = t2-t1) 
was 90 ns. Then the filament speed is equal to; 
 

Filament speed (VCF) = 2distance between two beams (S )BEAMS

t
 

51
0.57 /

90
m ns   

 
Even though the two probe beams were adjusted to focus close together, the calculated VCF 
did not apparently change. In schematics (b) of Figure 52 and Figure 53 the triggering 
position of CF was random; therefore one can conclude that the focusing dual beams did not 
interfere the triggering instability and the VCF of CF in this device technology. 
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Figure 53 (a) Infrared image of 200 µm NPN_Std device from backside. (b) Starting CF 
position, moving direction and beam locations are illustrated. (c) Phases of the Dual beams 
Michelson Interferometry are plotted with voltage, measured at IS = 0.45 A. 
 
 

3.2.4.3 65BFilament speed at room temperature by Heterodyne Scanning 
Interferometry technique 

 
 
The laser beam was proved not to interfere the CF characteristic during the electrical 

stressing. Therefore the statistic of VCF observing at positions along CF passage (along WD) 
could be achieved by the Heterodyne Scanning TIM technique, too. The 200 µm NPN_Std 
device in Figure 42 was applied with several ESD pulses per scanning position, and the 
obtained phase presented the instability of CF from pulse to pulse. With the long pulse 
duration (  > 500 ns for WD = 200 µm), a random CF could return to the focusing beam at 
the 2nd time after turnabout DE.  

The twice times of rising phase at consecutive times t1 and t2 were induced by the 
same CF making a roundtrip distance 2ΔX, see the phase evolutions in Figure 54 (b). The 
roundtrip time [t1,t2] includes the time consumption on DE (tDE), discussed further in the 
next topic. The statistic of VCF was calculated from the phase evolution at each scanning 
position by measuring the roundtrip times [t1,t2] of distances between scanning point and 
DE (2ΔX).  
 
Figure 54 (a) demonstrates the time of one-way travel from scanning point to DE (Δt = 

2 1

2
DEt t t 

as a function of distance (ΔX). It demonstrates the symmetrical plot at the middle 

WD (ΔX = 100 µm). 
Then the filament speed VCF can be expressed by; 
 

    VCF =  
 distance of round trip between the scanning point and DE 

2 t
 

                 =  
2 1

2

DE

X

t t t
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where the tDE has a constant value of about 30 ns. Phase evolution 1 and 2 in Figure 54 (b) 
were measured at distances ΔX1 ≈ 100 µm (at the middle of WD) and ΔX2 ≈ 177 µm (at left 
DE), see the corresponding schematics in Figure 54 (c) and (d). 
 

The speed of Phase 1; VCF1    1

1,2 1,1

2 2 100

352
PHASE

DE

X

t t t

 
 

 
                =    0.57 µm/ns 

The speed of Phase 2; VCF2   2

2,2 2,1

2 2 (200 177)

90
PHASE

DE

X

t t t

  
 

 
   =    0.51 µm/ns 

 
The scanning step was precisely controlled by the stepping motor contributing in the 

high accuracy in the VCF calculation with the scanning TIM method. The calculated VCF 
from different scanning positions have the proximate values in range of 0.5-0.57 µm/ns at IS 
= 0.5 A that are also in accord with VCF done by the other methods. [Remark: this 
investigation ignored the temperature effect of preheated passage.] 
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Figure 54 NPN 200 µm device was investigated by the Heterodyne scanning TIM method 
and stressed by 500 ns current pulses at IS = 0.5 A. (a) The distances between scanning 
position and the reference point (at right DE) are plotted as function of the total time (2Δt). 
(b) Phase1 and Phase 2 were observed at point x1 = 100 µm and x2 = 177 µm, respectively. 
(c) and (d) The schematics of CF movement are interpreted from phases in (b). 
 

3.2.5 40BTime consumption of CF at device edge  
 

At the arrival moment of CF on DE of linear device, the lasting of induced 
temperature outside DE results in the insufficient temperature gradient to drive CF to move 
further to the opposite direction. Therefore a standing CF requires a certain time for 
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inducing more temperature before leaving DE. This phenomenon had been formerly noticed 
from the voltage VPEAK in [70], [83]. On the assumption that the induced temperature in the 
preheated path can last its effect to CF, the time consumption on DE (tDE) would have been 
speculated.  
Figure 55 (a) illustrates the CF activities on DE corresponding to the time instants t1, t2, t3, 
and t4 marked in V(t) waveform of Figure 55 (b); t1 CF is traveling outside DE, t2 CF arrives 
DE, t3 CF is standing at DE, and  t4 CF begins to move in opposite direction. (t5 will be 
discussed in later topic.) To simplify the tDE estimation, the period of time during VPEAK 
rising is approximate to the time to spend on DE (tDE = t2-t4). 

All ESD PD devices in Table 5, their rising periods [t2,t4] of VPEAK, increasing ΔVH  
≈ 2-3 V from the holding voltage (VH ≈18-19 V), cannot be measured simply because the 
exact time of beginning phase (t2) was practically difficult to determine from the transient 
voltage. The tDE estimated from [t2,t4] of VPEAK inevitably has a certain deviation from pulse 
to pulse; therefore, the tDE should be measured by the other methods. 
 

                          
             (a)                (b)              
 
Figure 55 (a) The simplified temperature distributions during CF turnabout DE at five 
consecutive time instants. (b) The voltage peak, indicating CF turnabout DE, is labeled at 
instants of t1-t5 corresponding to the activities of CF in (a). 
 

The phase evolution obtained from the Dual Beams Michelson Interferometry offers 
an accurate estimation of the tDE. The infrared image and moving CF schematic in Figure 56 
(a) and (b) demonstrate CF turned around the top DE, where was focused by Laser1. In 
Figure 56 (c), times of rising signal at Laser2 and Laser1 consequentially increases at t1 and 
t2. After CF turns around DE corresponding with the occurrence of VPEAK, the increased 
phase was detected once again at t3 from Laser2. Therefore the time tDE can be estimated as 
followed; 
 

t3-t2 = tDE + t2-t1 
tDE = (t3-t2) – (t2-t1) ≈ 37 ns 
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To recheck tDE, the speed VCF was considered from the known distance of 51 µm between 
two laser beams and the period of rising phase [t1,t2];  
 

The speed VCF = 2BEAMS

2 1

distance between two beams (S )

t t
= 

51

352 265
= 0.586 µm/ns  

 
Then period of rising phase [t2,t3] includes the tDE and the time to travel between two 

focusing beams. Therefore the time tDE is expressed from 3 2

51

0.586
t t  = 37 ns, which is 

consistent result. The time tDE, estimated from the rising period of VPEAK, equals to time of ≈ 
40 ns (marked by tinc-V in Figure 56 (c)), in which a small discrepancy has been included. 
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        (a)         (b)     (c)      
 
Figure 56 (a) Infrared image of 200 µm NPN_Std device from backside shows one of 
focusing beams located at the top DE. (b) The moving schematic of CF movement (c) The 
plot of phases and voltage are measured at IS = 0.5 A.  
 
From the result of Figure 56, the tDE was measured while one beam was focused on DE. To 
observe the deviation of tDE from pulse to pulse, dual beam positions were relocated and 
lengthened the distance between them to 85 µm as in Figure 57 (a) and (b). The phase 
detected from Laser2 increased twice at t2 and t3 (see Figure 57 (c)), in which the time 
interval of [t2,t3] included the roundtrip time for moving distance 210 µm and the tDE. 
 

Then the time tDE =  3 2

2 distance between Laser2 and DE 

CF

t t
V


   

where 2BEAMS

4 3

distance between two beams (S )
CFV

t t



 = 

85

410 235
 ≈ 0.5 µm/ns, the 

calculated tDE was about 43 ns, which deviated about 6 ns from the measured result of 
Figure 56 (< 16%). 
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          (a)              (b)                (c) 
 
Figure 57 (a) Infrared image of 200 µm NPN_Std device from backside is probed by 
placing one of laser beams close to bottom edge and another close to the device center. (b) 
Schematic of filament movement and beams position. (c) Voltage and transient phases are 
recorded at IS = 0.5 A, representing CF passed dual beams twice times. 
 
Since the deviation in tDE had been observed in two measurement results of Dual beam 
Michelson Interferometry setup, the NPN_Dope device was then examined with the 
Heterodyne scanning TIM method for averaging tDE in case that the initial CF position was 
fixed.  
The scattered power plots in Figure 58 display the CF activity on DE. Two symmetric 
envelopes of P2D represent a single CF existed at once and moved horizontally from the 
middle (at y = 0 µm) to either left or right DE (at y = ±100 µm). The 1st plot of P2D shows 
CF traveling close to DE at t ≈ 195 ns; afterward, between t ≈ 200 – 230 ns the amplitude of 
P2D continuously increased with respect to the increasing temperature induced by standing 
CF on DE. The last plot shows CF began to move again at t > 240 ns. Therefore, the 
averaged tDE done over 10 pulses per scanning position has the averaged value in range of 
30-35 ns, when the NPN device was applied with pulse current of IS ≈ 0.6 A.  
 

                 
 
Figure 58 The scattered plots of power distribution (P2D) in the 200 µm NPN_Dope device 
done by the heterodyne scanning TIM method at IS = 0.6 A show the time consumption of 
standing CF on the device end (tDE ≈ 30-35 ns). Two envelopes were induced by single CF 
turnabout either left or right DE at each stressing pulse. 
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3.2.6 41BHeat energy profile 
 
The temperature distribution cannot be measured directly from the TIM setups; however, 
the linear relationship between the phase shift Δφ(t) and the temperature change ΔT(t) of 
equation [eq-5] allows us to express the temperature from the 2D phase image. 
To obtain the information of temperature distribution in space (1-Dimension along the width 
or 2-Dimension in xy-plane), the cross sectional line passing through the heated spot was 
selected from the 2D phase image. The amplitude of phase shift Δφ(t) in 1D, induced by 
moving CF on the edge of emitter region, was investigated in the linear and circular NPN 
devices. 
 

3.2.6.1 66BHeat energy distribution in the linear device  
 

The temperature distribution in the linear NPN_Std device (see the layout in Figure 
42) was observed by the 2D TIM technique and presented by Figure 59 at the imaging time 
(tIMAGE) of 75 ns. The hot spot in 2D image induced by CF allows us to trace the journey of 
moving CF.  The location of maximum Δφ(t) corresponds to the CF position at tIMAGE that 
was induced by the CF temperature (TCF), and the location of minimum Δφ(t) indicates the 
initial CF position because CF had left this position for the longest time.  
The starting position (S), the existing position of CF (F), the 1st pixel of interesting line in 
space (Cr) were labeled on the 2D phase image in Figure 59 (a) and the phase amplitude 
was plotted in Figure 59 (b). The steep slope of Δφ(t) corresponds to the front-wall of CF 
that determines the moving direction of CF toward the right DE.  
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Figure 59 (a) 2D phase image of 200 µm NPN_Std device at IS = 0.6 A was captured at 
tIMAGE = 75 ns (b) The cross sectional phase along the dotted line in (a) is presented with 
interesting points: Cr = the 1st pixel of cross sectional phase, S = Starting CF position, F = 
the existing CF position at tIMAGE, and TMAX = Maximum temperature at the back wall of 
CF. (CF moved toward the right DE.) 
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3.2.6.2 67BHeat energy distribution in the circular device 
 

The temperature distribution in NPN device with circular structure (NPN_Round) 
had been observed with the 2D TIM technique. The 3D schematic and cross section of 
Figure 60 (a) and (b) show the NPN_Round device is composed of the P+Diffusion as the 
innermost region enclosed by N+Emitter forming the base-emitter junction that was shorted 
to ground. The N+Buried Layer, located at the junction depth of collector-base, is 
electrically stressed with ESD pulses via N+Sink contact. 

The investigated results of NPN linear device present the random CF always was 
triggered along the N+Emitter edge; therefore the perimeter of round N+Emitter region was 
expected to observe a moving CF. Figure 60 (c) is the infrared image from device backside 
with indicated diameter of emitter (dEmitter = 34 µm), where CF moves along the perimeter. 
(One rotational has distance of 107 µm) 

2D TIM image of the circular device (NPN_Round) for ESD pulse of 115 ns, 0.45 A 
is given in Fig. 61 (a). The Δφ(t) distribution along the circular line, marked with the dotted 
circle, is given in Figure 61 (b). The 1st pixel of cross sectional line Cr in Fig. 61 (a) is 
indicated in Fig. 61 (b). The start position and the front-wall of CF are labeled with S and F 
respectively. The maximum Δφ(t) corresponds to the position of back-wall of CF, where has 
the maximum temperature (TMAX).  
 

                      
                                (a)        (b) 

 

            
                                                                             (c) 
 
Figure 60 (a) 3D schematic of circular NPN device (NPN_Round). The P+Diffusion as 
innermost region is surrounded by N+Diffusion forming the emitter/base junction. The 
N+Buried Layer served as the collector is stressed with ESD pulse via the outermost N+Sink. 
(b) The cross section of NPN_Round device (c) The infrared image of device backside is 
marked the diameter of moving passage; one roundtrip distance is 107 µm. 
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The steep incline of Δφ(t) between the 170th - 210th pixels responses to the 
temperature within inside WCF (TCF). At cold areas Δφ(t) is near zero. The maximum Δφ(t) 
has amplitude twice times greater than the Δφ(t) at S according to CF left the initial position 
S for 115 ns. The lasting temperature can be minimized by enlarging the circumference of 
emitter region that allows more heat to dissipate before CF travels in the next rotation.  
 

                         
                                  (a)                              (b) 

 
Figure 61 (a) 2D phase image of NPN_Round device at IS = 0.45 A, captured at tIMAGE = 
115 ns, was marked with interesting positions; S = Starting CF position, F = Existing 
position of CF at tIMAGE, and Cr = the 1st pixel of circular cross sectional line (b) Phase 
amplitude along the dotted circular line in (a) was selected in clockwise rotation. 
 

3.2.7 42BTemperature in the moving CF 
 

 
The temperature has a strong influence to the CF behavior and the device reliability. 

The optical measurement techniques cannot directly probe the induced temperature in the 
moving CF (TCF). 3D thermal simulation was done in order to study the temperature in the 
moving CF by COMSOL software [84]. The simulation focused on the moving CF under 
adiabatic boundary conditions in the linear NPN_Std device.  

The CF model with simulation parameters is summarized in Table 6 and 
demonstrated in Figure 62 (a). Half of CF, having symmetric xz-plane, is simulated when it 
was moving at constant speed VCF = 0.5 µm/s and its power density of 36 mW/µm3 (IS = 
0.35 A, power of 7.3 W). The temperature of traveling CF was obtained by solving quasi-
steady heat equation for a localizing heat source. [85] 

The 3D temperature distribution of Figure 62 (c) shows the CF temperature at the 
depth of collector-base junction. The maximum temperature at the back-wall of moving CF 
(TCF-MAX) was 367 ºC that happened a location where was heated by a moving heat source 
for the longest time, see Figure 62 (b). [84] 
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Parameters Value Comment 

Speed (VF) 0.5 µm/ns 
A slight difference between the speed of incoming 
and returning CF is neglected 

Width (WF) 
11.3 µm for    
IS = 0.35 A 

Linear interpolation is taken for other currents 

Length (L) 9 µm  
Height (H) 2 µm  

Distance of CF to 
surface (D) 

3 µm 
 
 
 

Power density 36 mW/µm3 Corresponds to total power of 7.3 W (IS=0.35 A) 

Standing time on 
DE (tDE) 

20 ns 

Device width 200 µm 

 
Table 6 Filament model parameters used in 3D thermal simulations in Figure 62. 
 
 

                     
(a)                                                                          (b) 
 

      
                (c) 
 
Figure 62 (a) 3D models of moving CF in the linear device with simulation parameters. (b) 
The layout of moving CF in xy-plane presents the maximum temperature at the CF back 
wall (TCF-MAX). (c) 3D thermal simulation of traveling filament was done in the adiabatic 
conditions at IS = 0.35 A. [84], [86]  
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3.2.7.1 68BTransient temperature at a fixed point on DE during CF turning 
around 

 
There is interesting to observe the transient temperature at a fixed position on DE, in 

order to investigate how much the induced temperature by moving CF remains on DE at the 
return time (tTURN). The transient temperature at tTURN has an effect on standing CF at DE in 
long duration pulse. 

The temperature evolutions were concentrated at five time instants as illustrated by 
Figure 63 (c). The explanation of CF activities are including; “1” the back-wall of CF passes 
by the investigated point close to left DE (at x = WCF), “2” The standing CF begins to leave 
the left DE, “3” The back-wall of CF leaves the investigated position, “4” CF is turning 
around the right DE, and “5” CF returns to the preheated left DE at tTURN ≈ 840 ns.  
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Figure 63  Temperature evolutions were simulated at (a) The depth of collector-base 
junction and (b) The surface of linear NPN_Std device with 200 µm width. The inset in (a) 
describes the CF activities at different five instants that are also marked on both curves. 
Time consumption of CF to reach the preheated DE, where the temperature has been lasted, 
was about 840 ns (tTURN) (c) The schematic demonstrates the investigated position where the 
temperature was maximum (TCF-max). [84], [86] 
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With the same simulation parameters of 3D simulation of CF as a moving heat 
source in Figure 62 (c), the temperature evolution at the investigated point (x = WCF) on left 
DE are simulated at the depth of collector-base junction (x = WCF, y = 0, z = 0 µm), see 
Figure 63 (a). The maximum temperature at x = WCF was about 700ºC that is nearly twice 
time greater than the simulated TCF of ≈ 367ºC. The large difference in temperature is 
caused during CF standing for a short period on DE (tDE = time between “1” – “3” that was 
illustrated with the inset of Figure 63 (a)). The temperature at the same point (x = WCF) are 
also simulated at the device surface (x = WCF, y = 0, z = 5 µm), see Figure 63 (b). The 
surface temperature is much lower than the temperature at depth junction because of the 
delay in heat transport. 

The thermal simulation results are evaluated at the position where coincides with the 
back-wall of CF while it has been standing on DE, therefore the temperature reaches the 
maximum value at “3” and then decreases after CF departs this point. The transient voltage 
at moments “2” and “3” correspond to VH at t4 and t5 in Figure 55 (b), respectively.  
When CF returns back to the preheated DE at the return time (tTURN = 840 ns), the simulated 
temperature shows the lasting temperature at junction depth is around 52 ºC. In which the 
background temperature on DE at “5” have influence to CF behavior. 
 

3.2.8 43BCF as a probe of access resistance in different 
device shapes 

 
The holding voltage change in V(t) of vertical NPN device has been previously 

studied in [87]. The change of VH magnitude has been found that is relevant to the diluting 
of N+BL doping concentration; the more doping concentration in BL is diluted, the higher 
VH will be observed [26]. 
In addition, the voltage change such as VPEAK is a result of increasing temperature with 
lower impact ionization rate, when CF turns around on DE that was formerly discussed in 
[3]. Various shapes of devices in Table 5 were performed the IV measurement and their 
transient voltages exhibit the alteration in VH amplitude. Without the optical TIM methods, 
it was not possible to elucidate the CF behaviors in respect to the VH change (±ΔV).  

The existing position of moving CF in 2D phase image will be identified in respect 
to the amplitude of VH at time tIMAGE. The meander and oval structures of ESD NPN devices 
will be discussed. We will show that steps in voltage waveform can directly identify the 
actual position of CF in the structure. 
 

3.2.8.1 69BMoving CF in Meander structure 
 

The meander structures of NPN devices with two finger and three fingers 
(NPN_Meander2 and NPN_Meander3) are presented by the layouts of Figure 64 (a) and (b) 
respectively. The P+Diffusion area is situated as the innermost region and its boundary is 
parallel with the N+Diffusion region. These parallel regions serving as the emitter-base 
junction are shorted to ground. The N+Sink region acting as the collector contact is not 
collinear with the emitter edge for the entire CF passage. To complete one roundtrip of CF 
in two and three fingers devices, CF has to spend time t ≈ 1000 and 1500 ns on traveling 
through distance ≈ 500 µm and 750 µm at VCF = 0.5 µm/ns, respectively. 
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                                          (a)                                     (b) 

 
Figure 64 The schematic of meander NPN devices (a) two fingers device (NPN_Meander2) 
(b) three fingers device (NPN_Meander3); Moving CF was found on the emitter edge 
marked with the dotted and solid lines. 
 

To compare the cross sectional view of meander device with linear (or round) 
device, the difference is that the N+Emitter edge and N+Sink edge of meander structure do 
not collimate in the direction of current flow along the entire CF path, see Figure 66 (b). 
During CF moves along the finger, the emitter current flows through the inconstant N+BL 
region toward the collector contact (N+Sink). The distance between N+Emitter edge and 
N+Sink edge, determining the Ohmic length (L), alters between L1 and L2, which are 
represented with the dotted line and solid lines in Figure 65 (b). The direction of current 
flow in meander finger is presented with the electrical schematic in the cross sectional 
layout in Figure 65 (a). When CF moves close to N+Sink edge (on the dotted line: L1), the 
access resistance (RA1) plays a role on the voltage drop across the junction. Once it travels 
on the far edge from N+Sink (on the solid line: L2), the access resistance increases to RA2 
that is equivalent to RA1+ΔRA. The change of RA (ΔRA) leads to the voltage change when the 
meander device is stressed with a long duration pulse at constant IS. 

 
     

   
             (a)             (b)          (c) 
 
Figure 65 (a) The cross section of NPN_Meander2 shows distances L1 and L2 between 
N+Emitter  and N+sinker. The electrical schematic presents the access resistance (RA) in 
N+Buried layer (b) The current flows laterally through distances of L1 and L2, when CF 
travels on the dotted and solid path. Between position 1 and 2 the resistance continuously 
changes over from RA1 to RA2 (c) At position 2, the current prefers not to flow to the far 
N+Sink (collector). 
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From pulse to pulse the measured V(t) waveforms of meander device in Figure 66 
(a) are selected to represent three cases mainly found; Case 1: constant VH, Case 2: voltage 
decrease by ΔV ≈ 0.7 V to VH, and case 3: voltage increase from VH to VH + ΔV. The 2D 
phase images at one time instant make the relationship between CF in meander device and 
VH understood. The phase images of NPN_Meander2 device and NPN_Meander3 device in 
Figure 67 were captured at different tIMAGE when devices were stressed with long pulses at IS 
= 0.5 A generated from DMOS pulser. The moving direction, the initial CF position and the 
existing CF position at tIMAGE are identified from the different degree of Δφ(x,y,t) in the 
heated area; the arrow indicates the moving direction. 
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Figure 66 (a) Three V(t) waveforms were mainly observed in the NPN_Meander2. (b) The 
schematic displays the current laterally spreads through N+BL regions with distances of L1 
and L2 where have different RA. (The voltage transition occurred when CF is moving on the 
finger tip.) 
 

The heated area is located randomly and had a different length due to the different 
tIMAGE. At constant IS = 0.5 A the voltage amplitude within the long stress duration altered 
between VH and VH + ΔV. Voltages of Case 1-3 in Figure 66 (a) are interpreted with three 
filamentary modes in 2D phase images in Figure 67. The voltage amplitude was observed 
that it has a relation with the CF location in meander path. The voltage change is 
consequence of the altered access resistance RA1 and RA2 (RA2 = RA1 + ΔR) that are 
summarized with schematics in Figure 67 (g)-(i) and discussed as three following cases; 

 
Case 1: Near constant voltage (RA constant) 
The heated region in 2D phase images of Figure 67 (a) and (d) demonstrates the triggered 
CF traveled along the passage with constant RA for all the stressing time. Figure 67 (g) 
indicates the moving CF passage with respect to the constant V(t) of Case 1 (V(t) = VH = 
constant ). 
 
Case 2: Voltage decrease (RA2 → RA1) 
From the pulse onset, the V(t) has the higher amplitude than the V(t) in Case 1 by ΔV ≈ 0.7 
V. The voltage in Case 2 of Figure 66 (a) decreased to the V(t) in Case 1 from t > 200 ns 
until the pulse end. The different degree of Δφ(x,y,t) in Figure 67 (b) and (e) indicates CF 
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moved from the region with high RA2 (L2) and entered the region with low RA1 (L1), see the 
summarized schematic in Figure 67 (h).  
 
Case 3: Voltage increase (RA1 → RA2) 
On the contrary of Case 2, the V(t) amplitude of Figure 66 (a) began increasing the 
amplitude to V(t) + ΔV from t > 230 ns. The 2D phases images of Figure 67 (c) and (f) 
present CF traveled from the meander path with low RA1 (L1) to enter the region with high 
RA2 (L2) as illustrated with Figure 67 (i). 
 
The moving CF in two regions of meander path leads to the V(t) change that is expressed by 
the relations; 
 

VL1 = RA1.I + VPN 
VL2 = RA2.I + VPN 

 
The difference in access resistance (ΔRA) was estimated from; 
 
At IS = 0.5 A,                                ΔV ≈ 0.7 V = IS(RA2-RA1) 
           ΔRA = RA2-RA1 ≈ 1.4   
 

 
 
Figure 67 (a)-(c) 2D phase images of NPN_Meander2 (length of CF path ≈ 497 µm). (d)-(f) 
2D images of NPN_Meander3 (length of CF path ≈ 757 µm). Devices were stressed at IS = 
0.5 A. Three cases were primarily observed in relevant to V(t) waveforms and summarized 
with the moving CF schematics (g)-(i). 
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The current distributing in N+BL of the NPN_Meander2 and NPN_Meander3 flowed 
to the collector (N+Sink) in the tangential direction to the CF location as marked with the 
arrows in Figure 65 (b) and it preferred not to flow to far BL as indicated by arrows in 
Figure 65 (c). Between point 1 and 2 of device finger in Figure 65 (b) has the access 
resistance change between RA1 and RA2 having the effect on the current distribution in N+BL 
as presented by Figure 66 (b). The lateral spreading of current in this Ohmic layer is related 
to WCF at a constant IS, in which the WCF in the passage through layer RA2 has a likelihood to 
be larger [80] than the WCF in the passage with lower RA1 (WCF-L2 > WCF1-L1). However, the 
WCF in meander devices has never been experimentally measured.  

In conclusion, the inspection of these results indicates that the CF behaves as “a 
resistance probe” along the meander passage with the change of Ohmic length L of buried 
layer. The voltage drop across the collector/base junction responses to the change of RA in 
the passive Ohmic layer (N+BL).  
 
 

3.2.8.2 70BMoving CF in Oval structure 
 

The layout of NPN_Oval device has the P+Diffusion as innermost region coupled 
with the N+Emitter region forming the oval shape of emitter-base junction see the schematic 
in Figure 68 (f). The stripe shape of N+Sink locates along one-sided of the oval N+Emitter. 
One of parallel sides of oval device (S1) is closer to N+Sink than another side (S2). The 
Ohmic length L between edges of N+Sink and N+Emitter is not constant throughout the oval 
CF passage; therefore, the RA in the N+BL layer where current laterally spreads is changed 
likewise as observed in the Meander device. 
The V(t) of oval device changed in the same fashion with the V(t) of meander devices, see 
the waveform in Figure 68. The 2D images in Figure 68 (a)-(e) are selected at five time 
instants for correlate with the voltage amplitude at tIMAGE. 

Image (a) and (e): CF was moving along the straight section close to the N+Sink 
edge (S1) and the V(tIMAGE) was approximate to ≈ 18.6 V. 

Image (c): CF was moving along the straight section far from the N+Sink edge (S2) 
and the V(tIMAGE) had increased to ≈ 20 V. 
 
The 2D phase images of oval device present the consistent result with the meander device 
that moving CF responses to the change of RA. The different access resistance (ΔRA) 
between two parallel sections (S1 and S2) could be calculated from; 
 
At IS = 0.45 A,    ΔV ≈ 20 – 18.6 V = IS(RA2-RA1) 

ΔRA = RA2-RA1 ≈ 3.1   
 

Two curvatures of oval device have more complex device characteristic due to the 
transition of Ohmic length L (LS1 ↔ LS2). The 2D images (b) and (d) indicate CF was 
traveling on the curvature of oval structure and V(t ) alternated between ≈ 18 and 20 V (and 
vice versa). Even the Ohmic length L at two midpoints of curvature (LP1(2)) is shorter than 
LS2, the maximum voltage (VMAX) of about 21 V was observed during CF visiting these 
midpoints P1 and P2, see the layout in Figure 68 (f). The VMAX relates to the effect of 
highest base resistance (RB) in the smallest junction of emitter-base at these midpoints. The 
RB could be estimated to; 
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At IS = 0.45 A,    ΔV ≈ 21 – 18.6 V = IS(RA2-RA1 + ΔRB) 
ΔRB ≈ 2.2   

 
Not only CF responses to the access resistance change, but CF also senses the base 
resistance change. Furthermore the effect of RB change could play a more active role on the 
device voltage than the RA change.  
 

         
     
Figure 68 The 2D phase images (a)-(e) show the moving CF at various positions on the N+ 
Emitter edge of NPN_Oval device at IS = 0.45 A. (f) The layout of oval device have the 
different Ohmic lengths (LS1, LP1(2), and LS2).  The holding voltage changes in relevant to CF 
location; VH low means that CF is staying close to the N+ Sinker. The maximum of VH 
indicates that CF moves past either points P1 or P2. [84] 
 
 

3.2.9 44BEffect of buried layer resistance change during CF 
passage on the change in filament speed 

 
 
The voltage peak (VPEAK) changes according to the induced temperature change 

during CF turnabout DE. The voltage change observed in meander or oval devices has been 
found due to the electrical characteristic in each device structure. This topic focuses on the 
effect of resistance change (RA and RB) to the CF behavior. 

Two V(t) waveforms of NPN_Oval device are compared in Figure 69 (c), and two 
CF motions interpreted from the voltage change are illustrated with Figure 69 (a) and (b). 
CF in Mode A started within the passage of low RA, and CF in Mode B started within the 
passage of high RA. 
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The times of full width at half maximum of Mode A and B (tA and tB) are not equal. 
CF spent time tA on distance between P1 and P2 by passing through passage S2; 
nevertheless, it spent a shorter time tB on the same distance (half of the oval passage) by 
passing through passage S1, see the time description in Figure 69 (b). 

 
tA = t3 + t4 + t5 
tB = t6 + t1 + t2 
 

The time tA is about 70 ns longer than the time tB (tA > tB). Therefore CF moved at a 
slower VCF when it had entered the high resistive passage S2 and moved at a faster VCF in 
the passage S1. 

 

  
             (a)        (b)                                                       (c) 
 
Figure 69 (a) The layout of NPN_Oval device shows CF starts the journey from S1 with low 
RA (Mode A) (b) Schematic of CF moving from S2 with high RA (Mode B) marked with time 
consumptions along various sections t1-t6 (c) Waveforms of Mode A and B were compared 
to present the change of CF speed at the constant pulse at IS = 0.45 A. [84] 
 
 

3.2.10 45BEffect of preheated region induced by moving 
Current Filament 

 
 
ESD stressing with long pulse duration forces CF to travel a distance longer than one 

roundtrip (  > tTURN). Once CF returns to its initial position or overlaps the previous 
passage, the induced temperature lasts on the passage to superimpose the CF temperature 
(TCF) at the tTURN. This background temperature has the influence to CF behavior that will be 
discussed through the experiments as followed; 

3.2.10.1 71BEffect of preheated region on the device voltage  
 

The V(t) waveform with long duration of about 700 ns was measured from the 100 
µm linear device (NPN_Std) at  IS = 0.34 A, see Figure 70 (a). Three peaks (P1, P2, and P3) 
indicate that CF turnabout DE three times, and the 3rd VPEAK related to CF turnabout the 
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same DE of the 1st VPEAK. The CF traveled about three passages between two DEs and its 
motion is illustrated with the Figure 70 (b).  

The V(t) amplitude increased slightly from the previous passage to the next passage. 
The increase of holding voltage (ΔV) indicates the temperature effect that was induced by 
CF from the previous passage. This inhomogeneous background temperature has 
accumulated on the passage so long as the moving CF induced the temperature change.  

In addition the V(t) waveform of circular device (NPN_Round2) has continuously 
increased as like as the staircase, see Figure 70 (c). The circular NPN device has the circular 
CF passage permitting CF to travel forward without changing the direction (see Figure 70 
(d)); therefore, the VPEAK has not been observed. Each voltage step (ΔV ≈ 0.35 V) appears at 
time of CF complete one rotation according to CF enters the higher temperature of round 
passage. 

The slightly increase voltage in waveform of linear and oval devices is the 
consequence of CF traveling through the increased temperature area induced by CF from the 
previous passage, but it does not relate to the effect of resistance change (RA + RB) as 
observed in the meander structure or oval structure.  

 
(a) (b) 
 

 
                 (c)                                                                 (d) 

 
Figure 70 (a) The holding voltage of linear NPN_Std device at IS = 0.34 A increases 
stepwise with the number of moving passages, illustrated by (b). (c) Voltage of circular 
NPN_Round2 device increases as the staircase. [88] Each step appears when CF completes 
one rotation, illustrated by (d). 
 

3.2.10.2 72BEffect of preheated region on filament speed 
 

When CF moves through the higher temperature passage, not only the small voltage 
change was found but the change of filament speed (VCF) was also observed. The NPN_Std 
devices with four device widths (WD) including 100, 200, 300, and 400 µm had been 
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stressed with the extended pulse durations ( ≈ 700 – 2100 ns) at IS = 0.4 A. Three VPEAK in 
waveforms of Figure 71 (a) present CF traveled distance of about 2WD as illustrated by 
Figure 71 (b). 

                   
                                                (a)                (b) 
 
Figure 71  (a) The voltage waveforms were observed at IS = 0.4 A in the varied widths of 
NPN_Std device; CF spent the time Δt1 on the 1st passage and the longer time Δt2 on the 2nd 
passage (the preheated path). (b) Moving CF schematic of waveforms in (a). 
 
 

Device Width 
(µm) 

Interval 1 (Δt1) 
(ns) 

Interval 2 (Δt2) 
(ns) 

1 1
D

CF
DE

W
V

t t

 

  

[µm/ns] 

2 2
D

CF
DE

W
V

t t

 

 

[µm/ns] 
400 769 812 0.54 0.51 

300 592 626 0.53 0.50 

200 407 434 0.53 0.49 

100 223 244 0.52 0.46 

 
Table 7 CF speeds in NPN_Std devices with different widths were measured at the fixed IS  
= 0.4 A. The speeds of CF moving through the preheated passage (Interval 2) were always 
less than the speed through non-heated passage (Interval 1). 
  
Two time intervals between two maximum peaks (Δt1 and Δt2) in waveforms of all device 
widths at IS = 0.4 A are summarized in Table 7. CF always spent a longer time on traveling 
through the preheated passage (Δt1 < Δt2). The filament speed in the 1st passage (VCF1) was 
higher than speed in the preheated passage (VCF1> VCF2).  
 
Therefore the VCF decreases inversely proportional to the increase of background 
temperature in the CF passage during the long pulse duration. 

The amplitude 1st VPEAK and 2nd VPEAK (3rd VPEAK) are compared in Figure 72 (a) 
(Figure 72 (b)), the amplitude and width of the latter peak was larger than the former peak, 
see the inset. The reason of larger VPEAK has not been elucidated, and to establish the answer 
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the Dual Beams Interferometry technique is suitable for investigating CF at DE. 
Consequently, the CF speeds in Table 6 were only related to the induced temperature in 
preheated path. The tDE and time between the pulse onset (t = 0) to middle peak P1 have 
been neglected for simplified calculation. 
 

         
                                     (a)           (b) 
 
Figure 72 (a) Voltage waveform of 200 µm NPN_Std device at IS = 0.4 A ; the 1st and 2nd 

peaks are compared in the inset. (b) Voltage waveform of 100 µm NPN_Std device at IS = 
0.265 A; the 1st and 3rd peaks are compared in the inset. 
 
 

3.3 16BMultiple Current Filaments 
 

 
The situation of multiple CFs becomes more complicate according to their thermal 

effect. The interaction of two CFs leads the different way to induce heat in the ESD device 
to the thermal breakdown temperature. Therefore the multiple CFs characteristics are 
necessary to understand and will be benefit to the chip designers. 
At high IS the size of multiple CFs (WCF), CFs number (N), two CFs activities in DUT are 
examined from the induced phase change by the TIM techniques and the Dual Beams 
Michelson Interferometer method. 
  

3.3.1 46BThe dependence of filament numbers on stress 
current 

 
The current instability within the Negative Differential Resistance regime can lead to 

the formation of multiple CFs. [89]-[90] 2D phase images of Figure 73 were taken at early 
time (tIMAGE ≈ 30 ns) in order to observe the amount of standing CFs at their triggering 
positions. The CFs number (N) varied from pulse to pulse depending on the current density 
in device; for instance, one could observe alternately both one CF and two CFs modes at a 
constant IS. More CFs appeared when the NPN_Std device was applied with short pulse at 
higher currents; (a)-(b) IS = 0.9 A, N = 1 and 2, (c)-(d) IS = 1.4 A, N = 2 and 3, and (e)-(f) IS 
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= 2 A, N = 3 and 4. In conclusion, the averaged N has the increase tendency with respect to 
the increase IS. [80] 
 

   
 
Figure 73 2D phase images at tIMAGE = 30 ns present the averaged numbers of CF depend 
on stress current; (a)-(b) IS = 0.9 A, (c)-(d) IS = 1.4 A, and (e)-(f) IS = 2 A. [80] 
 

3.3.2 47BMultiple current branches in IV characteristic 
 

The IV characteristic of NPN_Std device in Figure 74 (a) consists of two CF 
branches. The 1st branch after the device triggering determined the holding voltage of one 
CF mode. Along the 2nd branch appearing from IS ≥ 0.45 A the holding voltage drops about 
ΔV ≈ 1V and two CFs can be observed. The significant voltage drop of the leftmost current 
branches from IS ≥ 0.55 A determines the thermal breakdown voltage that will be discussed 
in the further chapter. 

The simplified circuits of one CF and two CFs in Figure 74 (b) demonstrate the 
additional RA in case of two CFs is connected in parallel with the circuit of one CF.  

At constant IS, the equally shared current ( 2
I ) flows through both filament channels. Then 

the voltage drop across RA in the resistive layer in two CFs mode can be expressed by the 
relations; 
 

V(t) = VPN + 
2

IR
        [eq-17] 

 
where VPN is the voltage at the avalanche junction. The voltage difference (ΔV) of two CFs 
mode from one CF mode is stated by; 
 

2

IR
V IR    

If the filaments number (N) varies, N parallel resistances RA are considered for the system at 

a fixed IS. The current ( I
N ) flows through each filament channel that leads more voltage 
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drop across resistance in N+BL as demonstrated by Figure 74 (c). In the N filaments mode, 
the device voltage drops from V(t) of one CF mode by; [80] 
 

IR
V IR

N
                       [eq-19] 

  

               
                     (a)                                                                      (b) 
 

                                                    
                                                                            (c)  
 
Figure 74 (a) IV characteristic of NPN_Std device consists of one CF and two CFs 
branches, and the thermal breakdown (TB) branch at high IS. (b) The circuit schematics of 
one CF and two CFs modes. (c) The schematic of current sharing among multiple CFs (N is 
number of CFs). [80] 
 

3.3.3 48BSize of Multiple Current Filaments 
 

The size of multiple CFs (WCF) was estimated from the hot spot sizes of 2D phase 
images induced by standing CFs. Figure 75 (a)-(e) were captured at the same tIMAGE = 30 ns, 
after the NPN_Std device has been stressed with short pulse at high IS. The WCF sizes were 
calculated by taking the ratio between numbers of pixels and the actual dimension in µm-
range as summarized in Table 8.  

The size of filaments depends on the current IS and the filament number (N). When 
IS was increased, the averaged WCF has been found to increase. At a fixed IS, the averaged 
WCF was observed to decrease in case of increasing CFs number (N). And the maximally 
observed size of WCF is consistent with the distance L between N+Emitter edge and N+Sink 
edge (L ≈ 20 µm). 
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WCF 
IS (A) 

N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 
1.4 15-16.6 µm 12.7-13.4 µm - 
2 22-23 µm 16.9-18.6 µm 13.6-15.2 µm 

 
Table 8 The overall size of multiple CFs increased with the increase IS, but at the fixed 
currents the size WCF decreased in more number of CFs mode. 
 
 
The current density <J> depends on the filament number (N) and can vary from pulse to 
pulse at constant IS as expressed by; 
 

<J> = 
1 2 ...CF CF CFN CF

I I

W W W W N


   
      [eq-20] 

 
where WCF1, WCF2, and WCFN are the width of each CF that are approximate likeness for the 
same CF mode. (The measured widths WCF in each mode have insignificant difference.) 
Two hot spots in Figure 75 (c) appeared the highest temperature change (ΔφMAX(x,y,tIMAGE)) 
due to the maximum <J> in two CFs compared to three or four CFs at constant IS = 2 A. 
 

 
 
Figure 75 2D phase images of NPN_Std device observed at tIMAGE = 30 ns present the size 
of multiple CFs at (a)-(b) IS = 1.4 A and (c)-(e) IS = 2 A.  
 

3.3.4 49BNondestructive interaction between two filaments 

3.3.4.1 73BMeeting of two filaments by 2D TIM 
 

Multiple CFs inevitably appeared in the investigated NPN devices; afterwards two 
CFs has to interact each other in the long pulse duration. The randomly generated CFs are 
expected to encounter each other. The 2D TIM at two time instants measurement was 
exploited to capture the 1st image of generated CFs and and the 2nd image of meeting CFs in 
linear and circular devices. 
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1) Two CFs meeting observed in the linear NPN_Std device: 
 

The 2D phase image at the 1st imaging instant (Figure 76 (a) observed at tIMAGE = 
360 ns) and the phase evolution along the cross sectional line demonstrate two CFs heading 
toward one another. The phase evolution along the line within heated area at the 2nd imaging 
instant (Figure 76 (b) observed at tIMAGE = 420 ns) shows the front walls of both CFs locate 
closely together, and the induced temperature remained highly in the entire passage. 
 

    
(a) (b)   
   

Figure 76 Extracted 2D phase images at the two time instants are captured at; (a) tIMAGE = 
360 ns (b) tIMAGE = 420 ns.  
 
2) Two CFs meeting observed in the circular NPN_Round2 device: 

 
The circular device exhibited multiple CFs likewise as observed in the other 

structures, see Figure 77 (a) and (b). The 2D image (a) at the 1st imaging time (tIMAGE = 30 
ns) presents two CFs were standing at their initial positions, marked with S (circles). The 2D 
image (b) at the 2nd imaging time (tIMAGE ≈ 60 ns) presents the temperature change after two 
CFs had already interacted.  
 

 
                          (a)          (b) 
 
Figure 77 2D phase images at 2 time instants measurement was done at IS = 1.2 A for 
observing the meeting of two filaments.  (a) Two standing CFs at tIMAGE = 30 ns (b) The 
meeting activity happened before the 2nd tIMAGE = 60 ns; two circles indicate the starting CF 
positions and the arrows describe the moving direction. 
 

The expansion of heated region indicates the meeting location was approximately at 
M. (The 2nd image was taken after CFs meeting.) Both ends of heated region correspond to 
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the existing CF locations at the 2nd imaging instant. Two arrows describe the motion of two 
filaments from the beginning until the 2nd imaging time.  
 

3.3.4.2 74BMeeting of two filaments by Heterodyne Scanning TIM 
 

The 2D phase images are insufficient for establishing the temperature distribution at 
the moment of CFs meeting. Therefore, the heterodyne scanning TIM technique was a 
suitable technique to investigate the temperature change at the encounter moment. 
Few  NPN_Meander devices stand a chance to exhibit the repetitive filamentary mode. Two 
CFs were always triggered from the same symmetrical locations at high IS. The Heterodyne 
scanning TIM measurement was performed along the filament path along S1, S2,…, S6, S1. 
 

      
 
Figure 78 The NPN_Meander2 layout shows the TIM scanning movement starting from S1, 
S2,…, S6, until S1 along the emitter edge. Two circles indicate the repetitive starting 
positions of two CFs mode. 
 

The scattered data of temperature distribution (Δφ(x,y,t)) and phase derivative (P2D) 
were plotted at the selected times t0-t9 within stress duration of 500 ns, see Figure 79. Two 
symmetric envelopes happening at once indicates two CFs (CF1 and CF2) generated from 
the locations, marked in Figure 78. CF1 and CF2 were standing at initial position at time t0 
of 30 ns, and began localizing toward each other during time interval t1-t2. The P2D at time 
interval t3-t5 presented two CFs spending a short meeting time (tMEET). From time interval t6-
t9 two joining CFs prefer to separate and travel individually further, but not to combine into 
one large CF. Motion of two CFs are illustrated with two dotted lines in the time evolution.  
The induced temperature before meeting (t < t3) has remained on the meander passage to 
associate with the CF temperature (TCF) after their meeting from t > t5. The maximum 
induced phase (ΔφMAX) happened at the time t6 that delayed from the meeting moment of P2D 
envelopes at t3. This was probably influenced by the thermal inertia of heat capacity in the 
device bulk. 
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Figure 79 Phase distribution and phase derivative of NPN_Meander2 device were 
measured by the Heterodyne Scanning TIM technique at IS = 0.8 A for 500 ns duration and 
plotted at various instants to demonstrate the meeting/passing of two CFs; t0 : CFs are 
standing, t1-t2 : CFs start traveling to each other, t3-t5 : CFs are overlapping, and t6-t9 : CFs 
travel separately again. 
 
The phase evolutions of repetitive mode were observed at two positions; one was at the 
scanning point A and another was at the meeting point S4, see points A and S4 in Figure 78 
and phases in Figure 80 (a). The phase at meeting point S4 increased once at time 275 ns (≈ 
t3) and the VPEAK appeared simultaneously. The overlapping of CF temperature (2TCF) 
during meeting leaded to the locally high temperature at meeting positions at the same 
moment of VPEAK occurrence. Each CF spent time tA to travel on distance between positions 
A and S4. Time tB was the time to travel the same distance between two positions including 
the meeting time (tMEET) that could be estimated by;  
 
                                                 tMEET = tB –  tA  ≈ 30 ns 
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Maximum phase amplitude (ΔφMAX ≈ 5 Rad) relating to the superimposing temperature of 
two joining CFs (2TCF) had about double magnitude of induced phase (Δφ ≈ 2 Rad) by 
individual CF (TCF). Meander allowed CF to travel without turning around DE, so the 
occurrence of VPEAK was a result of two CFs encountered during moving. 
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                       (a)                                                 (b)    
 
Figure 80 (a) The voltage and phases were plotted together to demonstrate the induced 
temperature by two meeting filaments at point A and S4 (referred to Figure 78) at IS = 0.8 A 
(b) The second VPEAK of longer pulse was observed in the waveform of long stress pulse due 
to the second meeting at position S1.  
 

Once the pulse duration was extended from 500 ns to 1 µs, the voltage waveform of 
Figure 80 (b) was plotted with the phase evolution of position B in Figure 78. The second 
VPEAK (at t ≈ 715 ns) and the rising phase of position B presented the 2nd meeting time that 
approximately happened at position S1. The small voltage increase (ΔV) had been affected 
by CF moving through the region of higher access resistance RA.  
Here should be summarized that the voltage peak (VPEAK) signals the current redistribution 
during meeting of two CFs in all device structures; nevertheless, it indicates a single CF 
turnabout DE of linear structure. 
 

3.3.4.3 75BSplitting of two filaments by 2D TIM 
 

The repetitive behavior of two CFs found in the NPN_Meander device was captured 
by the 2D TIM techniques at interesting instants t1- t4, see Figure 81. CF with the high 
current density at IS = 0.8 A had tendency to split into two CFs before moving. Two CFs 
sharing equal power moved along the meander fingers to meet each other at the device 
middle as presented by the last image (at t4). (Remark: the repetitive initial CFs positions in 
meander structure could be observed at different locations from device to device.) 
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Figure 81 2D Phase images of meander device at four time instants (t1 – t4) demonstrate 
splitting of CF filaments at the beginning of pulse at IS = 0.8 A. Two CFs moved 
symmetrically along the meander fingers until joining. 
 

3.3.4.4 76BSplitting of two filaments observed by Dual Beam Michelson 
Interferometry 

 
The Dual beam Michelson Interferometer was exploited to investigate the CFs 

activity after meeting by sensing the temperature change at two separated positions. Dual 
beams were separately focused on the linear passage with spacing distance of 55 µm, see the 
infrared image of Figure 82 (a). Two CFs were generated at IS = 0.5 A, and the phase 
evolution and voltage change in Figure 82 (c) determine the motions of two CFs as 
illustrated by Figure 82 (b). 

The 1st rising of both transient appeared when CFs leaving from both DE passed by 
two focusing beam. The apparent VPEAK was evidence of two filaments meeting at a position 
(M) locating between two focusing beams. The 2nd rising phases of both signals prove two 
split CFs passing by after meeting. 
This measurement presents that not only indicated the voltage peak (VPEAK) CF turnabout 
DE of linear device, but it also could signal the meeting of two moving CFs for IS ≥ 0.45 A. 
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Figure 82 (a) Infrared image of NPN_Std device (b) The moving schematic of two meeting 
(M) CFs at the device center (c) A small voltage peak occurred when two CFs met at the 
device center, not relates to CF turnabout DE. 
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3.3.4.5 77BModified TLP setup for observing the splitting of CF 
 

The investigation of splitting CF in the next sub-chapter exploited the modified TLP 
setup for generating the step-up current pulse as in Figure 83 (b). The current change within 
one duration could be achieved by modifying the standard TLP system (Figure 31) by 
adding an extra transmission cable. From the standard TLP setup, the attenuator was 
connected to one opened-terminal of the transmission cable for avoiding the undesired 
reflection voltage, see Figure 83 (a). An additional transmission cable (the right cable of 
drawing) was required for generating the delay time in the reflected pulse ( delay ).    

From the reference [59], the stress pulse duration ( ) is equal to the time of wave 
propagation in forward and backward through a transmission cable. The pulse duration ( ) 
is determined from the length of transmission cable mentioned in the equation [eq-2]. The 
delay time ( delay ) in voltage schematic of Figure 83 (b) is likewise defined from the length 

of additional cable, in which 1 meter length of delayed cable provides 5 ns of the delay time. 
The V(t) pulse begins with low voltage V1 controlled by the resistance R1 (V1 = IR1), and 
then the amplitude increases to higher voltage V2 determined from the relation of 

1
2 1

2

R
V V

R
 . For instance, the I(t) waveform of Figure 84 (b) was generated by two dedicated 

resistances with the relation of R1 = 3R2. 
After the end of duration (t > ), the unwanted voltage with amplitude of V2-V1 

appeared for the period of delay because the voltage reflection still existed in the delay cable. 

If the delay  was long, this unnecessary stressing would possibly degrade the investigated 

device. Therefore, the resistances and transmission cable length should be selected 
carefully.  
 

    
                   (a)                                                                        (b) 

 
Figure 83  (a) The modified schematic of TLP pulser for the step-up voltage generation. The 
step-up in voltage was accomplished by adding another cable to the standard TLP. (b) The 
voltage magnitude could be determined from the resistance R1 and R2 and the stressing 
period was controlled by the length of transmission cable. 
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3.3.4.6 78BControlled splitting of a CF  
 

The splitting activity always happen after CFs meeting at high IS that is relevant to 
the high <J> in WCF. One could make an assumption that the stability of two narrow CFs 
was probably higher than one large CFs at a considered IS. This study shows a moving CF 
was split into two CFs, when the current density inside CF was abruptly increased.  
In order to generate the abruptly increased current pulse, the conventional TLP set-up was 
modified by adding a delayed transmission cable to the system (The circuit schematic of 
modified setup will be discussed further). And the 600 µm NPN_Dope device (see Figure 
45) was stressed with the step-up current pulse that increased rapidly from low current (I1 ≈ 
0.5 A) to high current (I2 = 1.5 A) within one duration. Single CF was repetitiously triggered 
from the middle of device under stressing with the identical waveforms of Figure 84 (b). 

The 2D phase image at t1 (see Figure 84 (a)) has low Δφ induced by a small power of 
CF at I1, and the image at t2 present a locally high Δφ at the leftmost area of heated area that 
corresponded to the increasing <J> from I1 to I2. The high Δφ in 2D images at t3 and t4 
expanded laterally toward both DE induced by two split CFs. 
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Figure 84 (a) The 2D phase images of 600 µm NPN_Dope device are captured at four time 
instants t1-t4. CF was triggered from the device center and traveled within the left half of WD 
at current I1 = 0.5 A and intended to split into two CFs after increasing current to I2 = 1.5 
A. (b) IV waveforms under stressing with the step-up pulser are marked with four imaging 
instants. 
 

The CF power and the induced temperature along width (y-direction) associating 
with 2D phase images of Figure 84 (a) are illustrated by Figure 85 (a). The higher <J> in 
CF at t2 suddenly increased three times larger than the <J> at t1. The asymmetrical phase 
envelope indicates the high temperature gradient between left and right walls of heated 
region. The power of split CF at t3 (IS ≈ 1.2 A) was smaller than CF power at t2 (IS ≈ 1.5 A) 
but was greater than CF power at t1 (IS ≈ 0.5 A). The Δφ(x,y) profile at t3 and t4 presented 
the higher temperature at the right passage of splitting point, where was induced by CF with 
small power at IS = 0.5 A. 

2D image of Figure 85 (b) taken after splitting (tIMAGE > t2) presents the splitting CF 
activity appearing within the right half of WD. The temperature evolution along the heated 
region presents CF1 and CF2 traveling a short distance. CF2 traveled backward through the 
preheated passage as the highly induced phase (the artifact) appeared. 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 
 

Figure 85 (a) The temperature evolutions and power densities of device under stressing with 
the step-up current pulse are illustrated in time evolution. (b) The temperature profile 
confirms two split CFs departing their splitting position at tIMAGE ≈ 230 ns. 
 

3.3.5 50BComparison of single CF with two CFs 
 

Single CF and two CFs modes were alternately observed from the linear NPN 
devices from pulse to pulse at constant IS. Two slanted filamentary branches in IV 
characteristic of Figure 74 (a) have different holding voltages from IS ≥ ≈ 0.45 A. The 
device exhibited one CF mode for about 13 percent of total stressing pulses and two CFs 
mode for the rest of percentage. [80]  
 

                  
 
Figure 86 The phase distributions by the Heterodyne scanning TIM method of NPN_Dope 
device were alternately induced by one CF and two CFs from pulse to pulse at IS = 0.6 A. 
Each scanning point the device was stressed with 10 pulses.  
 

The comparison between two filamentary modes in the NPN_Dope device (see 
Figure 45) had been investigated at IS = 0.6 A by the Heterodyne scanning TIM method. 
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One CF or two CFs were always triggered from the middle WD (y = 0 µm) where has locally 
low base resistance (RB). The scattered plot of phase distribution (Δφ) along WD of 200 µm 
during time interval of 55 ns ≤ t ≤ 135 ns have two magnitude levels. The low Δφ was 
induced by two CFs sharing the same power, and the high Δφ related to the temperature 
induced by single CF mode. (Δφ magnitude of 1CF mode was approximately double of two 
CFs mode) Two CFs mode has more density of scattered data plots than one CF according 
to two generated CFs traveled simultaneously toward both DEs, but one CF existed at once. 
 
Voltage waveforms of 1CF and 2CFs modes corresponding to the result of scanning TIM 
measurement in Figure 86 are compared in Figure 87 (a). The voltage difference (ΔV ≈ 1V) 
allows us to distinguish between V(t) waveforms of 1CF and 2CFs (VH1CF > VH2CF). The 
compared phase derivatives (P2D) of two filamentary modes in Figure 87 (b) had the 
equivalent temperature gradient at front wall (TFRONT). This determined that either 1CF or 
2CFs approximately move at the nearly same speed VCF, even though each of 2CFs had 
about half a power. 
 

                          
                 (a)                              (b)      
 
Figure 87 (a) Two V(t) waveforms of 1CF and 2CFs mode are compared at IS = 0.6 A 
showing the voltage difference (ΔV ≈ 1V). (b) The powers of two filamentary modes are 
compared indicating the same temperature gradient of both modes. 
 

3.4 Thermal breakdown  
 
The thermal breakdown (TB) or the second breakdown is a thermally activated mechanism 
that was observed in all listed devices of Table 5. The TB event notifies from a significant 
voltage drop in IV characteristic. In Figure 88 (a), IV characteristics of NPN_Std device 
were averaged over voltages in two time intervals of 10 ns within pulse duration ( ) of 500 
ns; the former interval was at the early period of pulse (see solid squares) and the latter 
interval was close to the end of pulse (see opened circles). 
The TB event would not be observed (in IV characteristic that averaged over early interval 
of 100-110 ns), if the device was stress with a short pulse (  ≤ 100 ns) at the room 
temperature. And the device would only exhibit the TB since IS ≥ 0.5 A. Therefore   and IS 
are important parameters leading device to exhibit the TB. In all experiments, the leakage 
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current (ILEAK) was always checked after each stress current to determine its functioning (see 
the cross signs).  
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Figure 88 (a) IV characteristics of NPN_Std device under stressing with 500 ns TLP pulses 
were averaged over two selected time intervals; TB presented at the interval of 450-460 ns 
and the device failed at IFAIL = 0.8 A. (b) V(t) waveforms observed at IS = 0.54 A have 
different times to BD (tTB) due to the difference in traveling time from the random triggering 
CF position to the 1st DE. 
 
The steep TB branch in IV characteristic of Figure 74 (a) appeared from IS ≥ 0.54 A, while 
1CF and 2CFs branches have appeared early from lower IS. The heat induced by one or two 
filaments had different temperature degree from pulse to pulse causing the device to exhibit 
the second thermal breakdown at different time instants that will be elucidated in following 
topics. 
 

3.4.1 51BThermal breakdown of Single Current Filament 
mode 

 
The device will exhibit TB, when the device temperature reaches the critical value (TCRIT). 
The voltage waveforms of linear NPN_Std device in Figure 88 (b) at IS = 0.54 A show the 
different times to TB (tTB) from pulse to pulse. The times tTB are defined by the traveling 
time from the random triggering position to the first arrival at DE.  Several parameters 
including IS, , WD, and the initial CF position determine the different tTB. Another 
important factor leading to TB is the temperature change existing in CF passage during 
stressing. 
 

3.4.1.1 79BEffect of preheated passage on the thermal breakdown event 
 

In the linear geometry devices, the device usually exhibits the TB at the moment of 
CF turnabout DE, where the temperature at DE reaches a critical temperature (TCRIT). The 
200 µm NPN_Std device was stressed with long pulse at low current (i.e.   ≥ 400 ns and IS 
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≤ 0.3 A) and the temperature has not reached the TCRIT at the first visiting time on DE. CF 
could continue traveling further through the preheated passage induced by CF of the 
previous passage.  
Motions of 1CF and voltage waveforms of four thermal breakdown modes were observed at 
varied  and IS, summarized in Table 9. All notations the 1st and 2nd rows are the same and 
are indicated in time; S = Starting CF position, P1, P2,…,P5 = Voltage peak related to CF 
passage at the device ends, TB = Thermal breakdown 
 
Mode A: CF could leave twice from the same DE (P1 and P3), but TB occurred later when 
CF reached that DE at the third time (P5). The induced temperature at DE has accumulated 
from two previous visitings and would superimpose with TCF during the 3rd visit.  
 
Mode B: TB happened at the moment when CF reached the same DE at the 2nd time (P3). 
The temperature at DE induced by CF at the 1st visit has been lasting for the 2nd visit. 
 
Mode C: TB occurred when CF arrived DE at the first time (P1). The temperature at DE 
reaches TCRIT at the first arrival. And the tTB is specified by the distance (y) between starting 

CF position to the closest DE and VCF. (tTB = 
( ) ( )

CF

y S y P1

V


) 

 
Mode D: TB occured during the CF was standing at the initial position according to the 
temperature in the standing CF increased and reached TCRIT before traveling. 
 

                
 
Table 9 Summary of thermal breakdown modes in the 200 µm NPN_Std device induced by 
single CF. The V(t) waveforms and CF movement in space-time are illustrated with 
simplified schematics. (tTURN is the time to complete a roundtrip.) [86] 
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The temperature change (ΔT) along the linear passage induced by CF was low at low IS in 
Mode A; therefore, the temperature at DE induced by two previous visitings has been 
accumulated. The background temperature was laid over by the CF temperature (TCF) that 
can be expressed by; 
 
       TDE = ΔT(IS,tTB) + TCF(IS)                                   [eq-21] 
 

Higher power of CF raised more the temperature along passage. The temperature at 
DE could reach the TCRIT at the earlier time. Therefore the tTB of Mode B and Mode C were 
shorted by tTURN and 2 tTURN from tTB of Mode A, respectively. In case of very high IS and 
high ambient temperature (TAMB), the temperature gradient inside CF superimposed with the 
high TAMB reaching the TCRIT when CF was standing at the initial position described by the 
relation; 
 

TCF + TAMB ≥ TCRIT 
 
 

3.4.1.2 80BEffect of different widths on the thermal breakdown in linear 
structure 

 
The accumulated heat at DE gradually diffuses with respect to time. At the return 

moment of CF to preheated DE, the temperature at DE was lower in larger device widths 
due to heat can diffuse more for a longer return time, see the compared waveforms of Figure 
89 (a). Four NPN_Std devices with different WD were observed at the minimal TB currents 
(IBD) that the V(t) waveform of Mode A initially transformed to V(t) waveform of Mode B, 
so called the transition current IA→B. The TB event in waveforms of larger WD would be 
observed at the higher IA→B, see Figure 89 (b). The relation between IA→B and four WD (100, 
200, 300, and 400 µm) were measured twice showing the consistent results for identical 
devices on the same chip. 
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Figure 89 (a) The overflow plots of V(t) waveforms of Mode B presents the longer times tTB 
in the larger device. (b) The transition current from Mode A to Mode B of Table 9 increases 
in the larger device widths. Two NPN_Std devices were repeatedly observed showing the 
consistent results. [86] 
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3.4.2 52BThermal breakdown of Two Current Filaments 
mode 

 
Multiple CFs are inevitably generated at a higher IS and the TB induced by multiple 

CFs happens whenever the device temperature reaches TCRIT. The time tBD varied from pulse 
to pulse according to random initial positions of two CFs at IS = 0.63 A, see Figure 90 (a). In 
comparison to single CF mode, an early tTB could be observed from a lower current (IS ≥ 
0.47 A). [80] 

The temperature would reach the TCRIT at the first visiting time of single CF on DE 
from IS ≥ 0.53 A (see Mode C in Table 9). Nevertheless, waveforms I and II of Figure 90 (b) 
are two primary filamentary modes observed at a lower IS = 0.47 A. 
 

             
                                   (a)                                                                        (b) 

 
Figure 90  (a) V(t) waveforms of two CFs mode in the NPN_Std device at IS = 0.63 A have 
different times tBD from pulse to pulse. (b) Waveforms of 2CFs and 1CF are compared; the 
early tTB was observed only in two CFs mode at the same IS = 0.47 A. [80] 
 

 
Waveform I denoted that the TB did not happen at the 1st visiting of 1CF on DE; but 

the TB happened when CF visited at the 2nd time on the same DE at this IS, as appeared in 
Mode B of Table 9. The expected tTB of waveform I was longer than the stressing duration.  
But the shortened time tTB in waveform II was observed at the same IS from pulse to pulse. 
The voltage waveform II at t1 dropped from voltage at t2 by ΔV = 1V, which was equivalent 
to the voltage difference (ΔV) between IV branches in Figure 74 (a). The early tTB of this 
mode has been investigated further by the 2D TIM and the Heterodyne scanning TIM 
techniques. 
    

3.4.2.1 81BThe early thermal breakdown of two CFs in linear device observed 
by 2D TIM technique 

 
The NPN_Std device would not exhibit the thermal breakdown at the first arrival of 

1CF on DE at IS = 0.5 A (see Mode C in Table 9); however, the early TB was possibly 
observed in few waveforms at the same IS as shown in Figure 91 (b). The voltage step (ΔV ≈ 
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1 V) is always accompanied with the shortened time to thermal breakdown (tTB = 300-325 
ns). The CFs activities concerning the voltage step were visualized by the 2D TIM images at 
two time instants, see Figure 91 (a) (1) and (2). 

Two hot spots in the 1st 2D phase image (tIMAGE = 70 ns) demonstrated CF1 and CF2 
were taking the first step to move. The 2nd phase image was taken after tTB (tIMAGE > tTB) and 
the maximum phase change (Δφ(x,y, tIMAGE = 430 ns)) appeared strongly on the left DE 
indicating the CF had been standing on DE after the thermal breakdown event. The 
gradually faded Δφ(x,y, tIMAGE) could be an evidence that CF1 probably disappeared from 
DE, see the schematic of CFs motion in Figure 91 (a) (3).  

The Dual beams Michelson Interferometer was required to measure the induced 
temperature change along the CF passage in order to verify the CF vanishing from DE. 
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Figure 91 (a) 2D Phase images at two time instants were investigated in the 200 µm 
NPN_Std device at IS = 0.5 A; (1) tIMAGE = 70 ns (2) tIMAGE = 430 ns (3) Schematic 
demonstrated CF1 disappeared firstly from left DE and CF2 was following behind to travel 
toward the same DE. (b) The presence of early tBD in V(t) waveform always appeared in 
company with small voltage step (ΔV). [80] 
 
 

3.4.2.2 82BThe early thermal breakdown as a result of CF disappeared on DE 
observed by the Dual Beams Michelson Interferometer technique 

 
The activities of two CFs concerning the early TB (IS ≥ 0.45 A) at shortened time tTB 

cannot be elucidated with 2D TIM technique; therefore, the Dual Beams Michelson 
Interferometer was exploited to probe the temperature evolution induced by CFs. 

The schematic (a) in Figure 92 shows Beam2 and Beam1 were focused at distances ≈ 
20 µm and ≈ 120 µm far from the left DE of the 200 µm NPN_Std device. The V(t) 
waveform at IS = 0.5 A presented the voltage step (ΔV) at time tD (see Figure 92 (b)). Two 
focusing beams have the phase evolutions as followed;   
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Beam1: The normalized phase evolution in Figure 92 (c) presented that CF1 passed by 
Beam1 at time t1. CF2 traveling behind CF1 moved past Beam1 at later time t2. The 1st and 
2nd rising phase amplitudes have the proximate value, which was a sign of sharing equal 
power among CF1 and CF2.  
 
Beam2: The normalized phase evolution in Figure 92 (d) indicated that CF1 passed by 
Beam2 at time t1 + t3; in which, it spent time t3 on distance between two beams. (t1 + t3 is 
unexpectedly equal to t2) During the intervening times (t2 < t < t2+t3) two important aspects 
should be pointed out; one was the appearance of voltage step (ΔV) at time tD and another 
was the signal disappearance from Beam2 that CF1 should induce at the return time t2 + 
2 t4.  (Factor 2 means the travel in forward and backward directions, and 2t4 includes the 
tDE ≈ 30 ns)  This proved that CF1 definitely disappeared from the left DE, that 
corresponded to the device voltage changing from 2CFs mode to 1CF mode, see waveform 
in Figure (V(t1)→V(t2). The disappearance of CF1 yields the total IS flows to the existing 
CF2 as the current sharing between two CFs collapsed into one CF. 
 

                  
      
Figure 92 (a) The schematic shows the positions of Beam1, Beam2 and the initial positions 
of two filaments (CF1 and CF2); The distance between dual beams is ≈ 100 µm and the 
distance between left DE and Beam2 is ≈ 20 µm. (b) V(t) waveform having voltage step at tD 
was measured at IS = 0.5 A. (c) Phase evolution of Beam1. (d) Phase evolution of Beam2. 
Schematics 1-4 were interpreted from the phase evolutions (c), (d), and V(t) waveform. [80] 
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The 2nd rising phase at t2+ t3 of Beam2 was induced by CF2 that was traveling 
toward the same DE. The temperature on DE induced by the disappeared CF1 had been 
lasting until the arrival of CF2 at the later time. Eventually the device exhibited the TB at 
the arrival moment of CF2 on the preheated DE. The summary of CFs activities in this case 
was illustrated with the right schematics 1-4 in Figure 92.  
The background temperature at DE had decreased incessantly from t > tD and would be 
superimposed with the temperature of CF2 that imparted the total current. The CFs activities 
raised the DE temperature to reach the TCRIT at tTB as the followed relation; 
 

TCF2(IS) + TDE-CF1(t, 
2
SI

) ≥ TCRIT 

 
The early TB at low IS = 0.45 A happened when one of CFs disappeared from DE and the 
survival CF2 traveled toward the same DE. The time tTB could be shortened more, if both 
CFs are triggered and traveled toward the closest DE. The TB would not occur, if CF1 and 
CF2 travel into the opposite direction as presented by Figure 93 (a)-(c); (CF1 disappeared 
from the top DE, while CF2 turned around the opposite DE.) 
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Figure 93 (a) Infrared image of NPN_Std device from backside. (b) The schematic of two 
moving filaments was presented with the locations of dual beams. (c) The voltage step (ΔV) 
was observed in V(t) waveform at IS = 0.45 A indicating one of CFs disappeared from the 
closest DE. In this case, two CFs moved toward the opposite DEs. 
 

Here should be restated that the voltage step in waveform of linear or circular devices 
indicates the current redistributions during meeting of two CFs. Nevertheless, the voltage 
step of meander (see Figure 80 (b)) or oval devices signals the effect of resistance change 
(RA or RB) along CF passage, because these latter structures do not have the collinear edges 
of N+Emitter/ N+Sink and N+Emitter/P+Diffusion. 
 

3.5 18BTemperature Effect on CF behavior 
 

In a practical manner, the integrated circuits have to operate in unknown 
environments; therefore, the ESD PD devices inevitably face the consequences of 
temperature effect. The temperature induced by CF(s) itself not only affects the CF 
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behavior, but the homogeneous and inhomogeneous ambient temperatures (TAMB) can 
additionally induce the thermally generated current (ITH). Then these unavoidable situations 
are necessary to investigate how the temperature contributes any effects to CF 
characteristics by applying the external heat source to the ESD devices as followed; 

 

3.5.1 53BEffect of Elevated Temperature 
 

The ESD PD devices are subjected to operate in the harsh environment and the high 
ambient temperature; therefore, the effect of homogenous temperature to CF behaviors has 
been studied. The surface of NPN device was applied the homogeneously elevated 
temperature (ΔTELEVATED) by installing the DUT on the thermal chuck.  
The temperature in NPN_Std device was regulated to temperatures including 30 ºC, 40 ºC, 
50 ºC and 60 ºC, afterwards the device was applied current pulses at constant IS = 0.34 A, 
see the waveforms in Figure 94. The V(t) waveform at ambient temperature (TAMB) and four 
waveforms at the elevated temperatures were aligned their centers of the 1st VPEAK. The 2nd 
VPEAK at 30 ºC and at TAMB coincided, but the rest of VPEAK at higher temperatures are 
slightly shifted further in time. The device under stressing with IS = 0.34 A exhibited the TB 
from the temperature of 50 ºC onward.  

The small increment of voltage pertaining to the elevated temperatures responds to 
CF moving through the heated passage and CF standing on the heated DE. The broadened 
widths of 1st VPEAK have not been clarified; therefore, for the future study the Dual Beam 
Michelson Interferometry technique will be required to sense the temperature on DE. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   
 
Figure 94 The compared V(t) waveforms of NPN_Std device are measured at IS = 0.34 A at 
room temperature and elevated temperatures. All the centers of 1st VPEAK are aligned to 
demonstrate CF moving with different VCF depending on the ambient temperature.  
 

3.5.1.1 83BDecrease of Filament Speed at the elevated temperature 
 

The VPEAK in waveforms of Figure 94 shifted rightwards in time at the elevated 

temperatures (ΔTELEVATED) that refers to CF spent longer times (
2

TURNt
) on the same distance 

(WD = 200 µm). The study of CF speed (VCF) was calculated from the time interval between 
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two first maximum peaks in V(t) waveforms of the linear NPN_Std device. The VCF is 
plotted as a function of IS at the room temperature and at four elevated temperatures (30 ºC, 
40 ºC, 50 ºC, and 60 ºC), see Figure 95. The VCF had the increasing tendency with 
increasing IS that agreed with the results of Figure 51. At constant IS, the VCF has decreased 
with respect to higher temperatures in the device.  

The VCF at two neighboring temperatures (see ΔTELEVATED = 30ºC and 40ºC) had 
small variations; hence, the influence of ΔTELEVATED on VCF would be noticed only when two 
compared temperatures of ΔTELEVATED have a significant difference. (ΔT  ≥ 20-30 ºC).     
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Figure 95 Speeds of moving CF in NPN_Std device were plotted as a function of IS at the 
room temperature and four elevated temperatures; CF traveled with slower speeds at the 
higher elevated temperatures. 
 

3.5.1.2 84BThe shortened time to Thermal Breakdown at the elevated 
temperature 

 
The elevated temperature (ΔTELEVATED) not only influences the speed VCF but also 

play an important role on the thermal breakdown. The ΔTELEVATED considered as the 
background temperature was uniformly added to the temperature on DE induced by a 
standing CF; as a result, the investigated device could exhibit the TB from a low IS or at an 
earlier tTB. 

The voltage waveforms of Mode B and Mode C (referred to Table 9) are compared 
at the same IS; Voltage of Mode B was measured at the ambient temperature (TAMB) and 
voltage of Mode C was recorded at the minimum temperature required to change from 
Mode B to C (ΔTELEVATED = TB→C) 
At TAMB, the device reached the TCRIT when CF arrived at the 2nd time on the same DE; see 
the top schematic of Figure 96. The temperature on DE can be expressed by; 
 

TCF(IS) + ΔT(t,IS)  ≥ TCRIT 
 
At the ΔTELEVATED = TB→C, the device temperature initially reached the TCRIT when CF was 
the 1st time on DE that was heated with the minimum temperature.  
 

TCF(IS) + 42 ºC  ≥ TCRIT 
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The tTB of Mode C was shortened by 
2

TURNt
at the ΔTELEVATED = 42 ºC, see the below 

schematic in Figure 96. This added temperature of 42 ºC from thermal chuck serves as the 
induced temperature at DE by CF from the previous passage, which leads to the early time 
to thermal breakdown at the same IS. 
 

  
 
Figure 96 Two V(t) waveforms of 200 µm NPN_Std device at IS = 0.4 A were measured at 
room temperature (Mode B) and 42ºC (Mode C). The time to TB was shortened at the 
higher temperature. The right insets are the movement schematics of CF in time-space. [86] 
 

According to the random distribution of initial CF position (see the experimental 
results of Figure 44) was narrowed down to around DE at high current IS > 0.4 A, the 
triggering positions at IS = 0.54 A were mostly at about DE at the room temperature. Then 
the averaged time to thermal breakdown <tTB> of Mode C was in range of 360-420 ns, see 
Figure 98 (a). The <tTB> of Mode C under the effect of ΔTELEVATED was approximately 

consistent with the expression of
2

TURND
TB

CF

tW
t

V
    . (Remark: The shorter time tTB ≤ 

300 ns was rarely observed in the 1CF mode at the room temperature.)  
 
 

3.5.1.3 85BThe consistency of thermal breakdown temperature in all devices 
at the elevated temperature 

 
The linear NPN device exhibited the TB only when CF was standing on DE 

regardless of the change of ambient temperature. The minimum temperature required to 
change Mode B to Mode C (TB→C, referred to Table 9) was plotted as a function of IS, see 
Figure 97.  
 More experiments were repeated for investigating the other different widths of 
NPN_Std device including 100 µm, 200 µm, and 400 µm as presented in Figure 97. The 
higher power of standing CF on DE induced more temperature change; therefore, the lesser 
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temperature was required to change from Mode B to Mode C corresponding to the  TB→C 
decreased so long as the IS increased. The measured TB→C from different devices had small 
variances at each IS; in other words, the TB event would happen whenever the temperature 
on DE reached the TCRIT. The consistency in the thermal breakdown temperature has been 
found in all device widths. 
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Figure 97 The minimum temperatures applied by the thermal chuck was required to change 
from Mode B to Mode C (TB→C) as a function of varied IS for the 100, 200, and 400 µm of 
NPN_Std devices. And the minimum temperatures were required to change Mode C to Mode 
D (TC→D) that were around 100 ºC higher than TB→C. The simulation of new temperature at 
DE due to two previous visits at the same DE as the waveforms changed from Mode A to 
Mode B (TA→B). [86] 
 

Likewise the minimum temperature required to change Mode C to Mode D (referred 
to Table 9) were investigated in the 200 µm NPN_Std device. (ΔTELEVATED = TC→D) The TB 
event of Mode D happened while CF was staying on its initial position at the ΔTELEVATED ≈ 
180 ºC, see Figure 97. The <tTB> of Mode D was then shortened to be ≤ 100 ns. The TC→D 
was approximate 100 ºC higher than the TB→C. The higher temperature of 100 ºC probably 
associated with the temperature at DE that induced by standing CF in cumulative way until 
the temperature gradient on DE was sufficient to drive CF away from DE.  
Waveforms of Mode D in Figure 98 (b), measured at ΔTELEVATED = TC→D = 180 ºC, did not 
have VPEAK before the voltage drop at the TB event. This proved that TB happened outside 
DE. And the shortened tTB of Mode D implied CF was probably standing around its initial 
position, while the device temperature reached the TCRIT; 
 

TCF(IS)+ ΔTELEVATED (= TC→D) ≥ TCRIT 
 

The reason of slightly shifted tTB in waveforms of Figure 98 (b) was not clear, but 
there probably related to temperature fluctuations at various initial CF positions or probably 
caused from a small discrepancy in power of stress pulse from pulse to pulse. At room 
temperature, the TB of Mode D was not practically found at very high IS, because multiple 
CFs would be rather generated instead of single CF.  
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Figure 98 (a) Waveforms of Mode C shows the TB happened at the first time on DE when 
the 200 µm NPN_Std device was stressed with pulses at IS = 0.54 A at room temperature (b) 
Waveforms of Mode D (Table 9) demonstrates TB happened at various initial CF positions 
when the device was stressed with pulses at IS = 0.4 A at the elevated temperature of 180 
ºC.  [86]  
 
Even though the deviated tTB was observed with one elevated temperature, the averaged 
<tTB> was gradually shortened in regard to the increase of elevated temperature as observed 
in waveforms of Figure 99. The <tTB> at very high ambient temperature was expected to be 
close to the time tSTAND. 
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Figure 99 The V(t) waveforms of NPN_Std device were measured at fixed IS = 0.5 A at the 
homogeneously elevated temperatures of 140ºC, 160 ºC, 170 ºC, 180 ºC, 200 ºC, and 220ºC. 
The averaged tTB decreases inversely with respect to the higher temperatures. 
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3.5.2 54BEffect of temperature gradient to filament behavior 
 

 
For 2D TIM analysis, the flipped die was glued on PCB for the electrical stressing; 

see the image of chip backside in Figure 100 (a). Figure 100 (b) illustrates the chip under 
the adiabatic conditions, where the heat exchange between the device and the surrounding 
environment was neglected. 
As the chip backside is opened, the heat accumulation in device could not be avoided during 
the normal operation; therefore the transient measurement was required for investigating the 
CF behavior under the effect of temperature gradient (TGRAD).  
 
 

         
                              (a)                      (b) 

 
Figure 100 (a) The image was taken from the chip backside glued on PCB. (b) The 
schematic shows the wire-bonded chip is investigated in the adiabatic system.  
 
The temperature gradient could be introduced to the investigated device by fabricating the 
resistive heater (≈ 28 Ω) in the deep layer of N+BL at distance of 40 µm (Y-axis) away from 
one DE of linear NPN device; see the illlustration of NPN_Heater in Figure 101 (d). The 
gradient temperature in the CF passage was generated due to the effect of thermal resistance 
by applying the long DC pulse to the resistive heater before the NPN device was stressed 
with the ESD pulse. The heat diffused laterally from the nearby heater through the right DE 
introducing the temperature gradient along the device width (WD).  

The heater was firstly applied with the DC pulse with duration ( HEATER ) of 150-400 

µs. At the end of HEATER , the CF behavior under the effect of TGRAD was subsequently 

investigated by the 2D TIM technique. The schematics (a)-(c) of Figure 101 are sequentially 
presented in the timeline of heater stressing, ESD stressing, and laser imaging. 
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Figure 101 (a) The side heater was firstly applied the DC pulse with HEATER  of 150-400 µs. 

(b) The NPN_Std device was secondly stressed after the end of HEATER . (c) The laser 

imaging instant of 2D TIM setup was taken within the ESD stressing period. (d) The layout 
of NPN_Heat device shows the side resistive heater was fabricated at 40 µm away from the 
right DE and the dotted line demonstrates the temperature gradient along WD in xy-plane. 
 
 

3.5.2.1 86BThe random distribution of triggering CF positions influenced by 
the temperature gradient 

 
The investigation of CF behavior in the linear NPN device under the effect of 

temperature gradient was observed with the 2D TIM technique. Two temperature gradients 
(TGRAD) were applied along CF passage, and the random distribution of initial CF position 
would be observed under the effect of different TGRAD. 
The low and high TGRAD were generated by applying the DC pulses to the side heater of 10 
V for HEATER  of 150 µs and 15 V for HEATER  of 190 µs, respectively.  

Once the TGRAD had introduced along the CF passage, the initial CF position 
distributed within the left half of WD in case of low power on heater and it was narrowed to 
DE in case of high power on heater, see Figure 102 (a) (tIMAGE ≈ 95 ns) and (b) (tIMAGE ≈ 65 
ns). The leftmost DE was the preferably triggering position due to the low temperature with 
high impact ionization rate in that DE.  
After the heater was switched off, the triggering CF position was possibly found close to 
right DE as typically observed at the room temperature, see Figure 102 (c) (tIMAGE ≈ 65 ns). 
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                  (a)                               (b)                     (c)  
  
Figure 102 The phase images present the randomness of starting CF at the constant IS = 
0.67 A under the effect of temperature gradient controlled by different powers on heater. (a) 
Heater was turned on with DC pulse of 10 V 150 µs. (b) Heater was turned on with pulse at 
15 V 190 µs. (c) Heater was turned off, the initial CF position was observed from the right 
DE again. 
 

Two inhomogeneous temperature distributions along the device width were 
simulated with the COMSOL software. For the low power of heater in Figure 103 (a), the 
simulated temperature profile has 88 ºC on the right DE and gradually descended to 21-23 
ºC around the left DE. In case of the higher power in Figure 103 (b), the temperature at the 
right DE was increased to 151 ºC and declined to 23-25 ºC on the left DE.  
The simulated temperature gradients along CF passage were nearly flat resembling to the 
elevated temperature by the thermal chuck. The possible initial CF positions, observed from 
the experiments of 2D TIM investigation, are marked with the solid circles. Only small 
temperature fluctuation could influence on the random distribution of triggering CF 
position. 
 

     
               (a)                        (b) 
 
Figure 103  (a) and (b) The simulated temperature gradients with respect to the DC powers 
on the heater of the experimental results of Figure 102 (a) and (b), respectively. The small 
difference of TGRAD played an important role on the random distribution of CF position as 
demonstrated with circles. 
 

3.5.2.2 87BThe shortened time to Thermal Breakdown under the temperature 
gradient 

 
Once the random distribution of starting CF was constricted by the temperature 

distribution, the TB event was unavoidably affected. Two voltage waveforms of NPN_Std 
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device under stressing with constant IS = 0.26 A were measured at two inhomogeneous 
temperature distributions generated by the side heater, see Figure 104. Waveform of Mode 
E was observed for the low power on right heater of 13.5 V for pulse duration ( HEATER ) of 

400 µs, and waveform of Mode C (referred to Table 9) was measured at the high power on 
right heater of 15 V for the same duration.  

Motions of CF under the two inhomogeneous temperature distributions along the 
device width were illustrated by the right insets of Figure 104. CF was triggered around the 
left DE for both filamentary modes. The TB event always happened when CF reached the 
right DE where has the maximum temperature diffused from the side heater. The 
temperature on DE of Mode E can be expressed by; 
 

                                           TCF (IS) + 
T

y




(V, HEATER ) + ΔT (IS,t) ≥ TCRIT 

 
where ΔT (IS,t) is the accumulated temperature on the right DE induced by CF from the 

previous passage (P2). 
T

y




(V, HEATER ) is the inhomogeneous temperature distribution along 

the device with depending on the power of heater. Mode E had the tTB of about
3

2
TURNt

, and 

then the tTB of Mode C was shortened by tTURN due to the small increase of temperature 
distribution. (Remark Mode E was never commonly observed at the room temperature) 
 
 

     
 
Figure 104 Voltages waveforms of NPN_Std device were observed under two different 
TGRAD at the same IS = 0.265 A present the shortened tTB from Mode E (high power on 
heater) to Mode C (low power on heater) and the insets demonstrate the CF motions.  
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3.5.2.3 88BThe controlled time to Thermal Breakdown under temperature 
gradient 

 
The ESD device operates commonly at the room temperature or at the 

inhomogeneous temperature change. Then the tTB at the room temperature was compared 
with at the inhomogeneous temperature distribution. In practical, 1CF and 2CFs modes 
alternately happened from pulse to pulse at IS = 0.54 A; therefore in these study waveforms 
of two filamentary modes were collected and presented together.  
At the room temperature, CF(s) was triggered more random yielding more scattering of tTB 
in range of 290-420 ns (see Figure 105 (a)). At an inhomogeneous temperature distribution, 
the averaged time to TB <tTB> was determined from the traveling time across device width 

of 200 µm (≈
2

TURNt
), see Figure 105 (b).  

With the introduction of temperature distribution, CF was restricted to be triggered 
from the opposite DE of the heater. If the device width is prolonged, the longer <tTB> can be 
expected offering more robustness. In addition, the time interval of CF turning around DE 
<tDE> (marked in Figure 105 (b)) was shortened by about 20 ns (By comparing the profiles 
of voltage peaks between waveforms in Figure 105 (a) and (b). 
. 
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Figure 105 The averaged times to TB <tTB> of NPN_Std device were observed at IS = 0.54 
A when the device was subjected to two temperatures; (a) the room temperature (b) the 
temperature gradient. The <tTB> at the temperature gradient was longer and approximated 
to traveling time across the device width (200 µm), and the time of CF standing on DE 
before TB event <tDE> was shortened for about 20 ns. 
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3.6 19BSummary of CF(s) modes 
 
 

Voltage waveforms 
Moving CF(s) 

schematics 
Description 

  

CF made the first turnabout (P1) at 
the nearest DE, observed only at low 
IS = 0.25 A. 

 

CF preferably turned around for the 
first time on the far DE at IS ≥ 0.4 A. 
 

 

The device exhibited the TB at the 
1st arrival of CF on DE at IS > 0.53. 
 

 

The device exhibited the TB when 
CF visited (P3) the preheated DE, 
where induced by CF from the 
previous passage (P1), observed at IS 
≈ 0.3-0.5 A. 
 

 

CF1 disappeared (D) from DE. The 
early TB happened (IS ≥ 0.45 A) 
after the transition of two CFs to one 
CF (CF1+2) and that CF1+2 arrived 
the same-preheated DE. In this mode 
time TTB was shortened. 

 

CF1 disappeared (D) from DE after 
it attempted to turn around DE. 
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Device did not exhibit the TB, if two 
CFs moved toward the opposite 
DEs. Time TTB was extended. 
 

 

CF1 disappeared from DE, at the 
same time CF2 arrived the opposite 
DE. 

 

CF1 disappeared from DE. Then the 
current was totally occupied by CF2. 
Thereafter CF1+2 tried to split itself 
up during moving. 
 

 

At IS = 0.75, CF1 and CF2 had large 
sizes. The 1st large VPEAK (P1) was 
corresponded to the meeting of CFs 
(M). TB happened when CF1 and 
CF2 arrived the DEs. 

 

 

Small increasing voltage (ΔV) was a 
result of CF moved through the 
preheated passage. Two CFs existed 
until time tTB. This experiment was 
observed by the 2 Beams Michelson 
Int.. 
 

 
P2

Time (ns)

P1 D

VTB

VH,2CFs+ΔV
VH,1CF

VH,2CFs

 

CF1 met (M = P1) CF2 before it 
disappeared (D) from DE. (IS > 0.53 
A). Then TB happened when CF1+2 
arrived the DE. 

 

CF1 and CF2 moved past each other 
(M = P1). Then CF1 disappeared (D) 
from DE, while CF2 was turning 
around the opposite DE (Unusual 
voltage step appeared instead of 
voltage peak). TB happened when 
CF1+2 arrived the preheated DE. 
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Meeting of CF1 and CF2 was 
presented by the 1st voltage peak 
(M1 = P1). At the 2nd meeting, CF1 
and CF2 joined into one CF (M2 = 
D) while they were moving. 

 
Table 10  Schematics of voltage waveforms in the 1st column and the CF(s) movement in 
space-time in the 2nd column relate to the waveform were observed in the linear device.   All 
notations in both columns are the same; P1,…,P3 = CF turnabout device end, D = CF 
disappeared, M = Meeting of two CFs, CF1+2 = Transition of two CFs to one CF, VH,1CF = 
Holding voltage in single CF mode, VH,2CFs = Holding voltage in two CFs mode, and ΔV = 
The increased holding voltage due to CF moving through the preheated passage 
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Chapter 4  

4BConclusion 
 
 
 
 
The CF behavior in the smart power ESD protection devices has been studied through the 
electrical and optical measurements. Some important factors determining the CF behavior 
have been found: stress current IS, the thermal prehistory in the device, the different layout 
of device, ambient temperature and temperature gradient along the device width. The results 
can be summarized as follows:  
 
Basic CF characteristics: 
 
1) The measured CF size (WCF) was about ≈ 20-25 µm that matches with the distance 
between collector and emitter edges (L). 
2) The filament speed (VCF) increased proportionally to IS; however it slightly decreased at 
the higher ambient temperature in the devices. 
3) CF spent time of 30-40 ns on DE of linear device for raising the temperature gradient at 
the front wall before it could move further through the previously heated passage. 
4) The current redistribution between multiple CFs yielded the meeting or splitting 
phenomena.  
 
The dependence of stress current IS: 
 

1) The random distribution of initial CF position was narrowed down at the higher 
stress current. 

2) The averaged CF number increased proportionally to the increase of current IS. 
3) The time tTB was shortened by increasing of current IS. 

 
The thermal effects: 
 

1) In long pulse duration ( ) the CF had much more complicate behavior than in 
short   because CF characteristic was influenced by the previously induced temperature in 
the device. 

2) The voltage step indicates CF moving through the preheated passage. So long as 
the induced temperature by CF continuously accumulated in device, the voltage was 
increased stepwise. 

3) The homogeneously elevated temperature had no impact on the random triggering 
CF position, only the temperature gradient could narrow down the random distribution of 
initial position to a colder DE of linear device. 

4) Due to the heat accumulation in device, the increase of width (or diameter), 
increasing the roundtrip time, allows the device exhibiting TB at higher IS.  
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5) With increasing of the ambient temperature, the time tTB was shortened step wise 
such was observed in Table 9; Mode A (B) changed to Mode B (C). These modes presented 
the TB happening at DE for the increased ambient temperature up to 100ºC. If the ambient 
temperature increased to about 180ºC, the TB could present at a triggered CF position as 
observed in Mode D. 
 
The different device layouts: 
 

1) The linear device preferably exhibited TB at DE, but the other structures 
exhibited at a random position. Therefore the devices without DE were more robust. 

2) The voltage step indicates the CF entering the passage at elevated temperatures, 
and the CF moving through the passage with the access resistance change and base 
resistance change (RA and RB). 

3) In linear device, the voltage step was an evidence of transition of two CFs to 
single CF as a consequence of the CF disappearance from a device end. 

4) The high RA along passage leads to the TB during two CFs meetings within that 
region as observed in Meander device. 

5) Resistance RB played a more important role on moving CF than RA; the moving 
speed would be significantly reduced, if CF entered the region of high RB. 
 
 
Practical relevance of the work: 
 
Some aspects about current filament behavior causing the thermal destruction and the 
structures of ESD protection devices were briefly commented that could be the practical 
information as followed; 

1) One could expect the large width of linear device had more robustness due to it 
offered a long roundtrip time of single CF to preheated DE at low current regime (IS < 0.3 
A). (Mode A in Table8) However, the larger widths did not always offer the longer time to 
TB (tTB). Because the random triggering CF position and moving direction regulated the 
traveling time to DE, one could observed the larger device width had a shorter time tTB than 
a smaller device at the nearly same IS (IS = 0.5 A). [83] 

2) 13% of waveform exhibited two CFs modes, while the rest exhibited one CF 
mode at IS = 0.47 A. Less than 50% of waveforms of two CFs the complex dynamics could 
shorten tTB to be at an earlier than tTB of single CF in linear structure at a fixed IS (0.45 A). 
Likewise, more number of CFs at higher IS (N > 2) could shorten more tTB due to the wider 
distribution of initial CF positions and the current redistribution among them. 

3) The stopping of CF after TB for a long period of burnout in linear devices could 
be considered as non destructive effect, only if the IS was relatively low (Burnout time of up 
to 200 ns was safe for IS < 0.5 A). On the other hand, most of devices failed after a few 
pulses with long burnout (≥ 200 ns) at high IS > 0.7-0.8 A.  

4) The linear structure has a weak point at DE; therefore, the structures without DE 
could withstand more number of long pulses due to the random location of TB event. 

5) The meeting of two CFs in region with a higher resistance (RA or RB) in traveling 
passage caused the TB event, but not in region with a lower resistance at the same IS; 
therefore the collinear edges of collector/base and emitter/base junctions should be an 
optimal layout such as the circular structure. 

6) With large structures the temperature gradient influenced on the initial CF 
position and location of TB event. But the small device the temperature gradient could be 
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considered as the homogeneous temperature distribution; therefore, the initial CF position 
and TB location were expected to be similar to the situation of at room temperature. 

Large ESD protection devices consuming large silicon area did not always 
contribute the best protective performance due to there were many restrictions.  Therefore, 
the ESD protection devices should be designed to fit into the ESD protection window of 
each application.  
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Symbols and Acronyms 
 

 
 
 
A. List of frequently used symbols 
 
Symbol         Unit          Description 
 
   [rad]   Phase of Laser beam 
   [rad]   Induced optical phase shift  

IS  [A]   Stress current (Current through the DUT) 
L  [µm]                            The Ohmic length 
n      Refractive index 
n     Refractive index change 
E2D  [nJ. µm-2]  2D thermal energy density 
P2D  [mW.µm-2]   Instantaneous 2D power distribution density 
   [ns]   Time duration of stress pulse 

delay   [ns]   The added delay time to duration of stress pulse 

   [ns]   Laser light wavelength 
VPEAK  [V]   Voltage peak 
VCF  [µm.ns-1]  Speed of moving current filament 
T  [ºC]   Temperature 
TAMB  [ºC]   Ambient temperature of the DUT 
TELEVATED [ºC]   Elevated DUT temperature by heat chuck 
TCF  [ºC]   Temperature in current filament 
TCRIT  [ºC]   The critical temperature of thermal breakdown 
TFRONT  [ºC]   Temperature at the front-wall of current filament 
TBACK  [ºC]   Temperature at the back-wall of current filament 
TCF-MAX [ºC]   Maximum temperature in current filament 
ΔT  [ºC]   Temperature change in DUT 
S2BEAMS Distance between dual beams of Michelson 

Interferometry setup    
N     Number of current filaments 
ITH  [µA]   Thermally generated current 
IAV  [µA]   Avalanche generated current 
IFAIL  [µA]   Failure device current 
ILEAK  [µA]   Leakage current in the DUT    
<J>  [A. µm-1]  Averaged current density per device width 
VH  [V]   Holding voltage 
VBD  [V]   Breakdown voltage 
VTR 
VH  [V]   Holding voltage 
VH,1CF     Holding voltage  of single current filament mode 
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VH,2CFs     Holding voltage  of two current filaments mode 
WD  [µm]   Device width of linear DUT 
WCF  [µm]   Width of current filament 
y(x,y,t)     Moving distance of current filament in space and time 
tIMAGE  [ns]   Imaging time instant of 2D TIM technique 
tSTAND  [ns]   Standing time of current filament at its triggered 
position 
tDE  [ns]   Time of current filament to turn around device end 
tMEET  [ns]   Meeting time of two moving current filaments 
tTB  [ns]   Time to thermal breakdown 
tTURN  [ns]   Time of CF to complete a roundtrip distance 
tr  [ns]   Rise time of stress pulse 
RA  [ ]   Access resistance in buried layer 
RB  [ ]   Base resistance in bipolar device 
S     Starting CF position 
D     Disappearance of current filament  
M     Meeting event of two current filaments  
P1, P2,…    The order of voltage peak 
 
 

B. List of Acronyms 
 
Acronyms    Description 
 
BD     Device breakdown  
BL     Buried layer 
CDM     Charged device model 
CF     Current filament 
CFs     Multiple current filaments 
DE     Device end of linear DUT 
DUT     Device under test 
ESD     Electro static discharge 
HBM     Human body model 
IEC     International Electrotechnical Commission 
ISO     International Standardization Organization 
IV     Current-voltage characteristic 
LB     Laser branch 
MM     Machine model 
NDR     Negative differential resistance 
NPN     Bipolar junction transistor 
PD     Protection device 
SCR     Silicon controlled rectifier 
SPT     Smart Power Technology 
TB     The (2nd) thermal breakdown  
TIM     Transient Interferometric Mapping 
TLP     Transmission line pulse/pulser 
YAG     Yttrium Aluminum Garnet laser 
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